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ABSTRACT

"Hybrid Vigor: Transcending Style in Architecture"
Stephen Alexander Wischer
February 24th 2004
Prepared in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree, Master of Architecture,
in the Faculty of Environmental Design, The University of Calgary.
Supervisor: Catherine Hamel
This Master's Degree Project is an attempt to breed artistic process with
architectural design, anticipating an outcome that dissolves the strict boundaries between
these disciplines Since the beginning of my studies in architecture Ihave believed that
the expressive impetus and Rnrchic momentum of art could be used to generate dynamic
catalysts for architecture, which became the premise of this thesis. The acquisition of
these goals was made attainable through my lockstep studies in art and architecture,
which provided an intense emersion in both disciplines simultaneously. Out of this
opportunity Iconceived an alternative strategy that would culminate in the design of a
theatre, which encompassed the inherent value of each discipline, in one form. Central to
this goal was the acquisition of abalance between their prospective natures, and because
of this Ideduced anecessary movement between the unconscious and emotive forms of
art, and aconscious and dissnasive interpretation of them. Because the primary function
of my art is the expression of feeling it is postulated that the process involved in this
endeavor would provide amore emotive and human architecture to evolve from this
hybrid approach. Ibelieve this is possible due to the inexhaustible potentials of art to
extol potentials for architectural forms, tectonic relationships, and thematic development.
Because the impetus of this approach turns inwards, towards archetypal and emotive
energies, Ibelieve it can circumvent the pitfalls of stylistic approaches and trends,
providing an authentic finale. This thesis document is based on elucidating the process
through which Ihave uncovered architectural form from the method of art.

Key Words:
Art, Process, Dionysian, Expression, Unconscious,
Emotion, Conscious, Interpretation, Translation, Catharsis
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PREFACE

This thesis document is the second installment in the discussion of the Hybrid
Vigor project, and refers more specifically to the construction of architectural meaning
born from the work within it. The first paper done form my Master of Fine Arts Degree
entitled Hybrid Vigor: Impulse and Impetus is the forerunner to this paper and deals
primarily with the emotive and internal impetus of the work in terms of art, which in my
experiences is inherently violent and destructive, and which Ifeel carries through in the
delivery of the first thesis. This paper, while summarizing these ideas, also expands on
them and is geared towards regeneration. It interprets the art forms of drawing, sculpture
and theatre- through alens capable of construction, which aligns with the essence of
architecture. It, deals more specifically with the notions of the hybrid and genetics,
suturing the work and ideas together, looking for acathartic resurrection, so that in its
final form it becomes the reconstructive twin of the first thesis. It is hoped that in this
approach the intrinsic expression and emotive resonance would not dissolve, but
transform to something more applicable to the discipline of architecture. Iwas lucky to
have been able to complete these degrees in this order because it represents the course of
exploration inherent to my work. In this way it illustrates the coupling and reconciliation
of the two impulses and reflects the nature of the creative process, and its unfolding, in
which Istrongly believe.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

The premise of my Master's Degree Project was to derive amethodology for the
design of an architecture born out of the dynRmic and flexible process inherent to art.
This is not an attempt to blend architecture with constructivism, structuralism or even
formalist approaches towards art, which have been done extensively. Conversely, this
attempt is one that looks to birth an architectural expressionism by reconciling both an
unconscious process of discovery with rational construction. In this model the process of
creation becomes of paramount importance because it is dependant upon the development
and intensification of its own unfolding. This attempt was conceived in order to diminish
the distinct boundaries between the disciplines of expressive art and architecture in search
of abalanced amalgam. If categorizing the thrust of this project were necessary it would•
be closet to an Abstract Expre'sionist approach to architecture. Though, the main purpose
of this project was not to clarify an art historical relationship to this movement but to
attempt apractical approach to achieving architecture, which taps similar roots of
creative birth. In doing so, the greatest challenge in this approach was to find abalance in
the "twilight' between these disciplines that would fulfill both the functional conditions
inherent to architecture, as well as encompass the resonant qualities inherent to this type
of art, complete with its symbolism and expressive elements. To accomplish this I
believed it was important to consider the impulses that dominate the bearing 'of these two
disciplines, and search for methods that would allqw the spectrum between them to be
explored and melded in the creation of atheatre. This involved aseries of explorations
that progressed through various media including drawing, sculpture, and more traditional
architectural conventions, en route to an architecture born from art. The following' thesis
is adocumentation of the process involved in the search for an amalgam that could
contain both stability and violent epression in aprecarious balance.
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Hybrid Vigor

The clearest way to explain my approach to this project is through the notion of
Hybrid Vigor, which is agenetic term used to describe the benefits of breeding various
bloodlines of aspecies to achieve astronger and more resilient offs
pring. After studying
the effects of inbreeding among specific species of animal genetic scientists discovered
that many were born with defects and mutations. After many generations the species had
become prone to disease and e
xtinction. Thus, Hybrid Vigor refers to the combined
strength of two things, to capture the attributes of each specimen through breeding, and to
infuse bloodlines with the power of diversity insuring the longevity of a.species. It was
proposed that asimilar method of breeding could be applied to the disciplines of art and
architecture, which are also in dire need of rejuvenation.

Ideas of breeding art and architecture together are not new and are most
emphatically expressed by Walter (3ropius when he states:
Artists, let us at last demolish the walls, which the erroneous wisdom of our
schooling has erected between the 'arts', so that we may all become 'builders'
once more! We must want, imagine, and create the new architectural concept
cooperatively. Painters, Sculptors, break down the barriers around architecture
and become co-builders and comrades-in-arms towards arts ultimate goal: the
creative idea of the, cathedral of the future which will once more encompass
everything in one form

-

architecture, sculpture '
and painting.'

As Gropius suggests, Itoo believe art and architecture have the potential to be one in the
same thing, or at least have the potential to mate and form amore vital specimen. It is the
perception of art becoming architecture, or vice versa, that leads to the hypothesis of
breeding, simply because they are viewed as the same species. If these disciplines were
viewed as two distinct genuses, breeding would be impossible. Thus, the notion of the
hybrid to which Irefer, is not simply an appendage of sculpture to abuilding, or the
addition of an artful façade, but sculpture and artistic expression as architecture.
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In turn, this thesis strives to undo my own preconditioned definitions of art and
architecture, which to this point have been separate, only occasionally intermingling in
my previous work. Before my concept of breeding these disciplines began Iviewed art as
an expression of emotion and sensual derangement brought on by arelatively
spontaneous process. Through this, outcomes could reveal an unknown, consequential,
and valuable signification, which reveal something primitive and archetypal in man. In
the past, Iviewed architecture as something more objective, functional, and preplanried. I
perceived the discipline as something that had to retain these characteristics to achieve its
very essence. Here, Iam making acase that drastically shifls my definition of these
endeavors and makes individuation impossible. This will be done by exploiting arts
expressive potential to its fullest extent in the service of birthing architecture. This is not
the prostitution of art; on the contrary, it is the welcoming of aperception of art as
architectural. Nor does this approach circumvent the function of architecture; rather it
tries to increase it to more then it has been. It is aperspective that embraces the use of
arts means and ends as something bountiful for design. This does not deplete the object of
art in itself, but allows it free association. This approach embraces the notion that art can
suggest architecture, and that architecture can borrow from, and become, aform of art
itself This requires bringing all aspects of art to bear on architectural creation and, in
turn, suggests aview of art as practical utility. Ibelieve art can suggest unexplored and
boundless variation, and when viewed architecturally can provide powerful energy and
vital tectonics that become pure influence and fuel for design. This is the fervent union I
hoped to achieve.
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CHAPTER TWO: IMPETUS IN IMPULSE

Because the notion of ahybrid refers to the combination of two things, it is
important to consider what exactly is being bred in achieving this interdisciplinary cross.
After much exploration Ihave determined that this is not so much the mating of stylistic
or aesthetic phenomena, but abalance between two dominant impulses that can govern
both artistic and architectural productions. Ibelieve it is the governing force at the helm
of the process that determines any given outcome, and it was this deduction that led me to
conceive of the breeding of these impulses, which became the nexus of this cross. The
attempt to clarify and define these impulses through apersonal documentation of emotive
creation led to my NTA document entitled Hybrid Vigor: Impulse and Impetus. For
purposes of clarification Iwill attempt to snmmrize their inherent characteristics to
c1arfy their applicability to this project.

Throughout my studies in art and architecture Ihave become increasingly
convinced that both pursuits are governed by two dominant impulses that are rooted in
both the rational and emotive foundations of hiimm nature, and have the potential to be
e,xpressed in our productions. These impulses are not completely polarized and therefore
I. believe they have the potential to become balanced through an intrinsic breed. In fact,
the reason for such abelief is that no matter how bard Itried Icould not fully erase either
inclination, and discovered that my most successful work in both art and architecture was
dependent upon avital tension between both tendencies, even though it had not been
completely explored.

The rational impulse errs on the side of the logical and objective. This impulse
gives meaning, order, and legible structure to our creations. In my experiences this
impulse is ahighly conscious approach to things that is rooted in societal and cultural
progression. It borrows from historical development and conventional knowledge, and
manifests itself in all aspects of alivable society. This particular impulse is aligned with
the culturally acceptable notion of scientific knowledge, and has historically been the
dominant bloodline of architecture. It is this impulse that dictates any explicit order. It
allows tangibility to occur and achievements under its dominion demand an attentive and

5

clear-headed approach. This can be witnessed in the grueling hours of asurgery, or the
implications of the highly technical demands relegated to the planning and design of any
architecture to this point. It is dissuasive and

conscious,

and can be classified as being

objective to the standards of which it serves.

The second impulse is not rational, and has its roots in emotive and intuitive
productions; it is the unknown potentials of this method that also reveals its strength. This
impulse finds its release in immediate and abrupt creations that are expelled through the
most intense material involvement. In this method of production congruent thought
ceases, and productions arrive fiercely detached from conscious constraint. Historically,
this impulse has been referred to as unconscious or irrational impetus and has been
granted much acknowledgment in creation of twentieth century art.

In my experiences, the emotive impulse carries ahighly aggressive and seemingly
destructive urge, which wells up and usurps more rational productions, and can be
characterized as aprocess of both destruction and creation that occur simultaneously. The
paradoxical characteristic of similar artistic processes is described in the book Dancing in
the Flames by Marion Woodman and Elinor Dickson, made apparent by an analogy to
the Indian Goddess Kali:

The mystery of Kali is that she is perpetually destroying and at the same time,
creating

-

destroying in order to create, creating in order to destroy, death in the

service of life, life in the service of death. Kali is time, immanence, ceaseless
becoming, nature as process. As ceaseless motion that has no other purpose than
its own activity.... All experience is one. 2

Ifind this description synonymous to my own artistic process and the release of
the emotive impulse, because in this method productions are constantly rerouted to
various and simultaneous invention, which seem utterly chaotic at the time of their birth.
Here, creative productions are immediately rerouted, split, and fractured through inflicted
violence and intensity, thus allowing spontaneous creations to spark from this
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destruction. This is due to adependence upon action opposed to contemplation. In
Impulse and Impetus Itry to explain how this happens:
It is action, however seemingly chaotic, that opens an immediate floodgate to our
inner desires, and inclinations: Here they have no time to be polluted with
preplanned meaning; or determinates of contemplation, because they are too raw,
abrupt, and bypass the systemized constructs in our minds. 3

It is the immediacy of the emotive impulse that also affords the potential for
unforeseen possibilities to occur. At times, the outcomes of this process are totally
irrational and non salvageable, but also, at times, allow themselves to be translated into
poetic and consciously understandable creations. The significance of what has been done
in terms of any useable or even tangible outcome is an interpretation made by the rational
and more dissuasive impulse. Thus, Ideduced avaluable interdependence between the
two impulses that could be exploited for the purpose of architectural design.

Discussions of these varying impulses are not new and have been the topic of
much philosophical debate, especially pertaining to aesthetics. Friedrich Nietzsche puts
forth acompelling model that explains the characteristics of these impulses, which is the
main purpose of his book The Birth of Tragedy. Here, Nietzsche, being discontent with
many aspects of German culture begins to clari1r what he believes to be the roots of these
problems. His arguments are focused around the relationship and development of two
dominant impulses that permeate music, theatre, art, and culture. Nietzsche traces the
bloodlines of these impulses back to Greece, which he considers to be the birthplace of
western culture, and unearths the relationship between the Dionysian and Apolline
tendencies expressed in art, he states:
We shall have gained much for the science of aesthetics when we have succeeded
in perceiving directly, and not only through logical reasoning, that art derives its
continuous development from the duality of the Apolline and Dionysiac, just as
the reproduction of aspecies depends on the duality of the sexes, with its constant
conflicts and only periodically intervening reconciliation's.4
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For Nietzsche the Dionysian refers to the instinctual, unpredictable and
spontaneous elements that are at the root of tragic art and are analogous to Tragedy's
potential for unknown factors to usurp any given situation, thus, exemplifying the
relationship to the unknown and dissonant qualities of the artistic process. He believes
that this impulse is connected to the primitive and emotive roots of animalistic man,
perhaps most emphatically symbolized by Nietzsche's reference to the satyr, which is
used as asymbol for the instinctual emotions that man and his creations can emanate, he
states:
The satyr, like the idyllic shepherd of our own more recent age, is the product of a
longing for the primal and the natural; but how firmly and fearlessly did the
Greeks hold on to this man of the woods, and how effeminately and timidly has
modem man dallied with the flattering image of adainty, flute-playing,
sentimental shepherd! Nature, still unaffected by knowledge, the bolts of culture
still unforced

-

that is what the Greeks saw in their satyr, and for that reason they

did not conflate him with apes. On the contrary

-

be was the archetype of man s

the expression of his highest and most intense emotions, an inspired reveler
enraptured by the closeness of his god. 5

Nietzsche continues to elucidate the Dionysian attributes of art with an analogy to
'intoxication', which Ihave equated with the unconscious and seemingly uncontrollable
aspects of my own artistic pursuits. Here, intense emotions are released in a'drunken'
frenzy, able to excite every cell in the body (refer to Impulse and Impetus page

37)6

Nietzsche parallels the effects of this process to the feeling brought on by music, and
clarifies the significance of this process by describing the artist in this state:
His gestures express enchantment. Just as the animals now speak, and the earth
yields up milk and honey, he now gives voice to supernatural sounds: he feels like
agod.... Man is no longer an artist, he has become the work of art: the artistic
power of the whole of nature reveals itself to the supreme gratification of the
primal Oneness amidst the paroxysms of intoxication. 7
For Nietzsche it is the real thrust of art, the incomprehensible language of Dionysus that
appears: "utterly irrational, full of apparent effects, effects without apparent cause; and all
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so diverse and many hued that it would repel asober temperament, but dangerously
inflame sensitive and temperamental souls". 8

In contrast, Nietzsche refers to the Apolline as being an ordering impulse that,
while being an illusion of knowledge and meaning, is away of structuring the
productions of the more Dionysian expressions. This impulse can be viewed as alens that
makes rational order out of the apparent intangible and irrational elements that exist in
Dionysiac creations. The Apolline is the calming interpretation of unconscious impetus,
so that the "Dionysiac pertains to the nature of reality, while the Apolline is connected
with modes of its appearance". 9It is the impulse that creates the illusion of cultural
systems and value, which Ifind synonymous with the rational and interpretive impulse
that pervades the disciplines of art and architecture. He states:
Apollo, the deity of all plastic forces, is also the soothsaying god. Etymologically
the shining one, the deity of light, be also holds sway over the beautiful illusion of
the inner fantasy world. The higher truth, the perfection of these states in contrast
to imperfectly comprehensible daily reality, the deep awareness of nature healing
and helping in sleep and dreams, is at the same time the symbolic analogue of the
soothsaying powers of art in general, through which life is made both possible and
worth living. 10

The problem Nietzsche finds in terms of cultural production is the fact that it has
predominantly relied on the Apolline and rational impulse, which has led to the untimely
death of tragic art and in doing so has left our true desires and passions "buried beneath
the twitching convulsions of our own cultural life"." He is adamant about warning us of
such cultural deficits and parallels Dionysiac productions with their most profound
expression in music. To make his point he turns to Schoperihauer who suggests that
creative productions whether theatrical, musical or otherwise "cannot be brought about
with conscious intention by means of concepts, otherwise the music does not express the
inner essence, the will itse1f,but merely provides an inadequate imitation of its
phenomenon inadequately". 12
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Perhaps the most important point pertaining to the creation of my project is
Nietzsche's notion of balance that could exist between these two impulses in artistic
creation. For Nietzsche, the tragic element of the Dionysiac is important to allow for both
the individual as well as aculture to experience a"redeeming vision", acathartic
transfiguration, brought on by the Apolline spirit. In this, we experience abalanced and a
more emotive birth, and in turn, abalanced and emotive art. But before this can happen
the two impulses must seek reconciliation. He states:
These two very different tendencies walk side by side, usually in violent
opposition to one another, inciting one another to ever more powerful births,
perpetuating the struggle of the opposition only apparently bridged by the word
'art'; until, finally, by ametaphysical miracle of the Hellenic 'will' the two are
coupled, and in this coupling they seem at last to beget the work of art that is as
Dionysiac as it is Apolline.' 3

Other theorists like Anton Ehrenzweig and Stephen Newton have made it their
life's work to clarify these impulses and their relationship to art and culture from a
psychological perspective. Ehrenzweig was able to advance the arguments of Classical
Psychoanalytic theory, by broadening the influence of the unconscious to include the
formal characteristics of art. In this, he ambitiously sets up an argument that determines
the roles of the unconscious and conscious in all spectrums of artistic and cultural
productions, and within this we see striking similarities to the derivatives of Nietzsche's
philosophy. For Ehrenzweig, conscious outcomes have their birthrights in intangible and
threatening unconscious productions, he believed that these imperceptible and
unconscious forms exist in the apparently 'accidental' and more illusive forms 'hidden'
in ad. 14 He distinguishes the conscious and unconscious manifestations by defining them
as articulate and inarticulate form consecutively. For Ehrenzweig articulate form
included the consciously perceptible subject matter of art that takes ahigh level of
concentration and deliberation on behalf of the artist. Whereas, the inarticulate aspects of
art are the more apparently abject and dissonant features that occur through the
interaction with artistic media (refer to Impulse and Impetus pages 9-10). 15
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For both Ehrenzweig and Newton the unconscious proves to be the only
substantial root of creative ability, and while procuring ausually aggressive and
threatening form, is actually awellspring of knowledge, Newton states:
Ehrenzweig propounds astructural,, all embracing, more profound unconscious,
with acomplexity of organization and acapacity both superior to the logical
structures of conscious processes and beyond its more simplistic representations. 16

What makes these ideas relevant to the discussion of architecture is that these theorists
believed that an involvement with unconscious manifestations at the artistic level, which
eventually require conscious and deliberate interpretations of them, could achieve a
genuine, cathartic, and regenerative symbolism, not only at the level of personal
creativity, but also in the spectrum of cultural creation and symbolism. Newton proclaims
that historically inarticulate productions have permeated almost all aspects of cultural
and stylistic translations through this type of development:
Art style, whether of an individual artist or of aculture as awhole, is asecondary
elaboration, designed to anesthetize the implicit threat of powerful art.
Unconscious form is transmuted through earlier aesthetic sensation and
cry5tR1h7ed, in time, into aesthetic style, decoration and ornament; an irresistible
transfiguration symbolized in the mythical glare of the Medusa which petrifies all
to stone. It is possible that such developments involve different time scales;
ornament can be perceived in this light as being the result of along gradual
articulation process, the ornamental scroll being the petrifaction of an ancient,
prehistoric, authentic remnant of unconscious inarticulate scribble. Style, in this
sense, is amess psychological process spanning generations, where the legacy of
aesthetic feelings is surface ornament. 17
His most powerful summntion appears when he states:
Art and creativity are inevitably predicated on an unconscious hidden order
capable of agenuine regenerative symbolism, and that such an order requires the
balance in the process afforded by an intellectual, objective perspective. 18
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A Methodology of Bala ice
It was through an involvement with both the emotive and rational impulses, which
to this point were almost separated by my studies in art and architecture, that led me to
imagine an architectural project that could achieve the balance and eventual translation of
which Nietzsche, Ehrenzweig, and Newton refer. This vision of architecture was with me
before Ihad begun to study it as adiscipline, and was instigated by an idea Igot from a
now forgotten text that explained that "architecture was the meeting point between art
and science", suggesting a"twilight" between these polarized spheres of impulse. In this
project Iwanted to stretch an architectural exploration over the wide spectrum between
these spheres, hoping that the elastic nature of this interdisciplinary extension would
retract towards an essential balance. In turn, it would finally test the phrase that peaked
my interest in the discipline originally. My vision was literally apolar movement
between the unconscious or Dionysian methods of artistic creativity, which served as the
basis of my art, and the conscious Apolline translation of this original impetus. So that the
medium, after delving to the depths of the more unconscious cradle, could be interpreted
through the explicable order of poetry, and then be made architecturally possible through
applications of technological convention, initiating the beginning of abalance. This is my
vision of architecture, and was what Iwas determined would be the impetus for the
development of the Hybrid Vigor project.

Because Icontinuously refer to balance as being key to this pursuit it is important
to define the qnality and potential achievements of such abalance. In the conclusion of
Impulse and Impetus Istate:
This idea of balance can be misleading, the balance Ifeel exists here is not one
that is delicately aligned or proportionately assumed. It is not created through
stability. On the contrary, it is based on atug of war between the two impulses
that only occasionally reach apoint of precarious and severe tension. This is
dependant upon dangerous collisions that ignite between chaos and order. In my
experiences it is attained by diving beneath the surface of consciousness, reveling
in our most forbidding desires and behaviors, which are signified in arts gesture
and markings; pushing ourselves to the point of drowning; then surfacing to gasp
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aconscious breath, again becoming comfortable and dissuasive, sterilizing the
spoils of this expedition. It is abalance born through excess, and then and only
then can an acquisition of this surplus be attained. 19

The reason Ifeel that such excessive methods are needed to achieve this type of
balance is due to the constant repression and sublimation of the emotive tendencies
within our culture. For example, in the book Dancing in the Flames the reference to the
Dionysiac, (which corresponds to Nietzsche's interpretation), elucidates the cultural
repression these tendencies have undergone stating:
This is Cemunnos, Lord of Animals. It is Shiva, or Dionysus

-

archetypal

energies long repressed by Christianity, and overtly rational systems. Repression
turned the Homed God into The Horned Devil the root of all evil.... It is energy
so cut off from the world that it is best symbolized by Mephistopheles, that light
and airy creature that floats above the earth.... The Homed God, the wild man
symbolizes everything that arigid patriarchal persona disdains, because he
plunges people into change, uncertainty, and freedom from conformity. He is
spontaneous not rational and controlled; He is honest and straightforward, not
devious and manipulative? 0
In my opinion the banishing of the Dionysian from aspects of our culture represents a
current mindset that utters only half of the equation necessary for balance, and represents
aspects of culture focused on aBehalf lived.

By allowing both the emotive and rational to meet we can achieve abalance that
exudes similarities to both the Chaos Theory and Quantum Physics. This parallel can be
drawn because at their very root both theories accept variables that cannot be objectively
obtained, but are dependant upon erratic phenomena that move beyond traditional
Cartesian thinking. These recent theories developed in response to the inadequacy of
traditional methods, which proved faithful only in controlled environments, but could not
relate to naturally occurring phenomena. Traditional approaches reach failure when
trying to predict or understand something as seemingly simple as the growth of atree
branch. These ideas are made evident in the book Dancing in the Flames stating:
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As we begin to look at the quantum reality of our nature and of our bodies, we are
called to anew level of consciousness. In many ways, we are discovering what we
have intuitively known for centuries. In psychology, this is the Yin/Yang reality,
separate but not indivisible. While the new metaphors
'Quantum Reality'

-

-

'Chaos theory', and

Speak more directly to contemporary culture, the. Yin/Yang

and Shakti/Shiva realities still hold true... .Gaps in linear systems make most
naturally occurring processes impossible to predict with any certainty. With nonlinearity, reductionism and the great ifiusion of ultimate control go out the
window. Ancient wisdom, in which chaos was recognized and preserved
(particularly in gnosticism and alchemy) as the necessary element of
transformation, has finally been restored .21

Within chaos, adeeper, intrinsic, order reveals itself. This is not an imposed order
to which we have become so accustomed in our highly concept111i7ed world; rather it is
an order that emerges. When we are connected to this emerging order, which Ibelieve is
essential to the methodology of this project, with its movement from the emotive to the
rational, we are in touch with the rhythms of matter and its deepest wisdom. Through this
connection to the emotive, spontaneous, and seemingly chaotic base, Ibelieve this
process can afford adevelopment that identifies with nature and it uncompromising
dualities.To clarify the aesthetic outcome of such amethod is to understand the difference
between the emotive discrepancies felt in form, the gigantic chasm between the
manufactured and contrived, versus, the emoted and created. It is something felt in the
difference between the rigid, calculated, and refined character of amechanized
production and the delicate freedom of adried leaf rattling along the ground. Ibelieve it
is the spontaneity and force of the emotive impulse interacting with various mediums that
can supply anew quality to form for architecture. It can achieve objects, forms, and
spaces that become analogous to the gesture and character of atree branch or the
seemingly chaotic swirl of clouds, all of which can be seen as metaphors for our own
inner nature with its contorted and swelling surges of emotion.

It is the interdependence and correlations that exist between the emotive and the
rational which Ibelieve can achieve the dynamic and visceral aspects necessary for an
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intrinsic balance, so that the process and its unfolding does not end in the creation of a
rational object that juxtaposes the chaotic qualities of nature. Conversely; the proposed
methodology embraces our own inner nature and its capacity for anarchical expression,
which becomes balanced and useable by the scrutiny of cultural knowledge.

In this model the impetus of architectural explorations turn away from cultural
style and aesthetic models and even, away from culturally specific function, which I
believe can be suspended in any form. Here, the initial quest becomes form, an
expression from an internal source, which may represent more clearly the fundamental
human trait of emotion, its undulations, and even its inherent violence. It would allow for
non-linear creative potentials to emerge and unlock intrinsically expressive forms that are
expelled from an unconscious substratum. Involving this with rational interpretations I
believe this method can transcend the notion of style in architectural design. The belief
behind such aclaim is that, while abalance is assumed, each project would evolve

,

differently due to the inexhaustible involvement with the emotive and unconscious
reservoir. Because of architecture's scale and usability, this would provide arichness and
diversity to which our culture is not yet familiar.
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CHAPTER THREE: A BREEDING GROUND

In order to achieve abalance between these two impulses it was important to
come to some common ground where abreeding of this nature could occur, and this was
located in the medium of drawing. Perhaps the most ancient art form and communication
tool, it was interesting to se its ability to be so immediately important to these aims. For
me, drawing is fundamental to both artistic productions and architectural endeavors. In
fact, drawing is fundamental to all art forms, because it can be governed by both
impulses, and, as Iwill postulate, perhaps even simultaneously. For this reason it has
been chosen as the primary medium of exploration for this project.

At its most recognizable, drawing can be seen as something as simple as agrocery
list, and at its most potent, it has the ability to manifest aviolent and ruthless knowledge
(for those who choose to observe it). Iwould even extend its definition to include the
afterimages imprinted on our visual sense after viewing abright light, because for me
drawing is anything that is dynamic and has the capacity to inscribe, imprint, or mark. To
this point my artistic productions, dependent upon the medium of drawing, have emitted
extraordinary potentials in terms of formal and conceptual generation as well as
signifring the emotion from whence it came. This is due to the unknown directionality
undçr navigation off the emotive impulse. In the book The Language ofDrawing by
Edward Hill Ifind several definitions, all of which Ibelieve are fully correct
interpretations of its ability as amedium:
Drawing turns the creative mind to expose its workings. Drawing discloses the
heart of visual thought, coalesces spirit and perception, conjures imagination;
drawing is an act of meditation, an exorcism of disorder, acourting of artistic
ideas; above all it is the lean instrument of visual formulation and vortex of
artistic sensibility. 22

In contrast, drawing also has the potential to become extremely specific,
calculated, and objective, under guidance of the more rational impulse. These attributes
are most recognizable when applied in traditional approaches to the discipline of
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architecture. Whether being done through conventional methods of sketching, drafting or
computer aided architectural design, drawing not space is the fundamental building block
of architecture. It is only after aline has been drawn that space becomes delineated. Even
the most refined aspects of architecture depend upon drawing from inception to
construction.

It was in realizing that both these disciplines were dependent upon drawing in
terms of c0nceptna117ati0D, communication, and development, that drawing became the
primary vehicle of exploration. Similarly, it is the basal possibility of drawing to
encompass both the emotive and rational impulses with varied explorations in between,
that drawing, and its grand spectrum, served as the most fertile breeding ground of art
and architecture. Through drawing both impulses could be forced to meet at apoint only
rarely explored

The Little Drawings: Excavating Ruins, Process and Development

Basing this exploration on the creation of aseries of drawings was to serve as
starting points for all levels of development (figure 3.1). Ipostulated that these drawings
could give rise to spatial organizations, potential formal compositions, tectonic
possibilities, as well as programmatic elements, all born from the expressive and
unconscious form of the drawings, and interpreted through more objective conventions
found in the discipline of architecture. Originally, these drawings were created in the
most violent way possible without regard for safety, preciousness, or any preconceived
notion of what the potential building would be or look like, they were the raw, disjointed
and fractured expression of asubliminal process captured in marks. (Refer to Impulse and
Impetus pages 15-17,23) (figure 3.2). The only consideration Itook to the approach of
these drawing was to do away with any figurative or representational subject, achieving a
relatively abstract language that could be translated and studied for the purpose of
architectural development. When Idid discover recognizable elements occurring Istrove
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Figure 3.1 The Little Drawings, in studio, 2003

Figure 3.2 Ruin Number Fifty-Five, detail, 2003
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to break them down, and attacked them further, to assure amore adaptable and essential
language would be obtained.

The reason Istrove for this abstraction was in noticing that drawing of any nature,
whether expressive or technical, is essentially aseries of abstract notations dependant
upon line, tone, texture, and spatial reference (figure 3.3, 3.4). Therefore, Ifelt that the
more the drawings could be broken down to their essential forms the more influence they
could exorcise over the eventual translation into architecture. The process of their
creation involved an abrupt and intense involvement with the material of charcoal, ink,
graphite, paper, and razor blade. Many of the pieces actually disintegrated through this
process, others were salvaged by the addition of collage elements onto the surface or
behind the drawings. The process of creating these drawings was an extension of my
artistic pursuits and served as the most vibrant and energetic pieces that Ihave ever
created, which emanate the intensity and energy through which they were made (Refer to
Impulse and Impetus page 15) (figure 3.5). Another benefit to such an intense process
was that it was more likely to insure that the expressive language of the drawings would
have enough intensity to reverberate throughout the entire process and would not be lost
in any future translations. Isaw this similar to ripples in water; Iwanted the swells to be
large enough to affect the entire creative process, or ascream, that would echo down a
long corridor. When the expressive elements seemed loud enough to be heard the entire
distance, Iconsidered them successful (figure 3.6).

After creating these drawings Ibegan to view them as intrinsic ruins, which is
where many of them get their titles. The reason for this is that they were essentially
accumulations of previous studies, from both art and architecture, which had been broken
down and regurgitated into afragmented and eroded nature analogous to aruin. Ifound
this association particularly interesting because my earliest interest in both my art and
architectural studies revolved around alove for archeological ruins. These seemed to
express the intensity of colliding wills, the breaking down of cultural symbols and
knowledge by the constant excess of natural forces. It was these observations that led me
to parallel my own artistic releases with natural processes, which were also inherently
destructive.
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Figure 3.3 Vanna Venturi House, section, Roobert Venturi, 1964

Figure 3.4 Composition with Color Planes and Grey Lines, Piet Mondrian, 1918

Figure 3.5 Nine Little Drawings, 2003

Figure 3.6 Ruin Number One Hundred and Thirty-Nine, detail, 2003
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In many ways it is ruins, in any form, that become the precedent of these
endeavors because their broken down and majestic character summon agreater
knowledge of and connection to process. This influence is witnessed in the approaches I
have always taken to art and am trying to extend to architecture. The idea of aruin is
important due to the fact that Ihave always found destruction far more interesting than a
purely constructive approach. This may seem odd considering the nature of architecture
itself, but Ihave found that material reveals its inherent potentials most clearly when it is
being taken apart, broken down, and forced by the will of man or nature to submit to
excess. Here, the material reveals its true potentials in terms of durability, construction,
tectonic potency, and routes of discovery unseen by conventional and constructive
methods.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FRAMEWORKS AND INFLUENCE

In order for these drawings to extol the meaning needed to achieve the properties
intrinsic to architectural development, it was necessary to create frameworks that could
suspend the referent of the drawings, thus making any tangible derivatives clearer. This
necessity was due to the plethora of interpretations that were tangible in the drawings and
which presented avery confusing amalgam of information. Through this method, I
sought to bring the more rational impulse to bear upon these creations to make various
readings clearer.

Size, Format, a11 d Order
The first way Isought to achieve an order was through containing the destructive
expression in developing work of approximately the same dimension. In this seemingly
simple approach the drawings became mrnageable, the marks more relative to each other,
and thus made interpretations tangible (figure 4.1).

Another way Iwas able to attain alegible structure to these drawings was to
display them in chronological order. Because the production of each drawing was
influenced by its predecessor, as well as influencing future productions, in terms of
material explorations and permeating influences, the drawings were recreating and
digesting themselves over and over, as if spinning in aself-referential vortex, and it
became increasingly important to be able to gauge their development. Ordering them in
this way helped me to recognize themes and relationships within the work and provided a
framework to view the overall development. Thus, from the beginning it was my
intention to actively create abalance between the emotive and spontaneous impulse
through which the drawings were created, and arational structure, by which studies from
them could develop.
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Figure 4.1 The Little Drawings in Hybrid Vigor, 2003
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Mixi ri gof Convention

It was by working in this way that Irea117ed an even more relevant connection to
the notion of genetics. Because the drawings evolved at such aquick pace due to this
aggressive process it was important to be able to crysta1117e and freeze certain strains of
drawings in order to make logical sense of atotal development. This was done by
isolating features of each strain by superimposing architectural traits directly into
applicable components. Many of these occurred through repetitious application of
architectural conventions to clarify particular elements. For example, after arhythmic
development of apotential super-structure of the building presented itself at about the
sixtieth drawing, Ibegan to dissect and study its characteristics by referencing the
conventions of architectural drawing. These forms were scrutini7ed through the
application of isometric, axonometric, perspective, plans and sections directly into the
more expressive and illusive forms. By doing this over and over both totalities and
portions of the building became clearer (figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4).

The Site: Infineice and II' plication
Another way Ifelt Icould create astructure pertaining to the development of this
project was to allow aparticular location to inject the drawings with its influence. This
was done to balance the unconscious direction in the creation of the drawings with the
possibility of aphysical anchor, against which Icould eventually test these productions.
Because the nature of architecture is predicated on afunctional application of form and
space, Ifelt this approach was necessary, and by doing this Ifound another layer of
information, which could influence the more practical direction of my aims. This was not
done in aconventional method of site analysis conducted through the application of
strategic approach, but instead focused around an internalization of aspects of the site
through persistent observation. Iwould go to the chosen site and draw potential views, do
rough sketches of pedestrian movement, and take into account the varied cross-section of
people who made their way across the dominant paths and bridge (figure 4.5, 4.6, 4.7).
Similarly, because of my perch on the site's highest point Ibecame aware of major
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Figure 4.2 Ruin Number One Hundred and Seven, 2003

Figure 4.3 Ruin Number Eighty-Eight, 2003
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Figure 4.4 Ruin Number Ninety-Three, 2003
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E

Figure 4.5 Sketch Number Fourty, 2002

Figure 4.6 Sketch Number Seven, 2002

Figure 4.7 Skyline Drawing, 2002
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existing structures, their characteristics, and placement. The site Ihad chosen for this
loose inspiration is located in Calgary Alberta on Memorial Drive, just off Center Street.

From these experiences Imanaged to determine the main characteristics of the
site, which eventually became incorporated into the drawings and later explorations. The
most dominant and interesting of these was the existence of along and undulating ground
form that is presented as agrass covered hill at this particular location., and which had a
series of worn paths that cross along its length and up its relatively impending slope.
Another aspect that would become influential was the existence of apedestrian bridge,
which crossed from amajor park area, to the proposed site.

This approach could influence the drawings in two distinct ways. The first was
through asubliminal release, which could allow the information of the site to seep into
the drawings in asub-conscious way, and which Ihad experienced throughout the first
forty drawings. The reason Ibelieved this could happen was due to the permeation of past
studies in art and architecture being presented and regurgitated throughout my work
(refer to Impulse and Impetus pages 22-27). Thus, the potential for qualities of the site to
be manifest in the drawings in this indirect way seemed feasible. The second way Ifelt
these drawings could be affected by these studies was by applying characteristics of the
site into the drawings in amore deliberate fashion. This would be similar to the
previously mentioned methods, but instead of applying architectural conventions to the
more expressive components, the information of the site would be applied directly into
the drawings, thereby clarifying any potentially relevant program, form or relationship I
could sense becoming important. Through this approach Icould use the characteristics of
the site both as aloose inspiration for the project as well as amore deliberate source of
information when needed. Iviewed this approach as asimultaneous mixture of balance
and flexibility in regards to the two impulses.
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The Program and "The Theatre of Cruelty"
It was in during the production of the first forty drawings that Icame across a
suitable program for this design, which not only influenced the building type, but had
strengthened my resolve towards the approach of the entire project. It was with great
fortune that Ihad come into contact with the work of Antonin Artaud and his ideas on
theatre. It was my contact with his ideas that led me to conclude that the design of a
theatre would be most appropriate to explore these methods. Artaud was awriter, poet
and philosopher, who based his life and work on trying to exert achange in the theatrical
arts. For Artaud modem theatre that revolved around repetition of Master Pieces or which
based its productions on preplanned narratives and text was essentially afalse theatre,
incapable of providing atrue cathartic expression of emotion. He states: "We cannot go
on prostituting the idea of theatre, whose only value lies in its excruciating, magical,
connection with reality and with danger" .23 His vision of theatre was an acquisition of
"reality" that transcended the sedated illusion of cultural structure. So in turn, it was not
preplanned or orchestrated in the way we have come to know theatre, but instead, it was a
collection of emotional excess and collisions that could rupture the veil of our everyday
existence.

To accomplish these goals Artaud's theatre questioned the objective and
descriptive external world, but also excited and reveled in the internal world of humanity:
Theatre cannot become itself again
illusion

-

-

that is, it cannot constitute ameans of true

until it provides the spectator with the truthful precipitates of dreams, in

which his taste for crime, his erotic obsessions, his savagery, his fantasies, his
utopian sense of life and of things, even his cannibalism pour out on alevel not
counterfeit and illusory but internal. 24
In order for this to happen Artaud felt that the theatre had to break with more traditional
methods of production rooted in language, because for Artaud, language could not act as
an apparatus for authentic communication simply because of its descriptive nature, which
he felt only translates, "and thus misrepresents what is untranslatable" .
2'He felt that all
true feeling must find its release through amore appropriate bodily escape that aligned
with the discipline of theatre.
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Artaud felt that theatre could become aplace for primal ritual, which could be
achieved through the release of emotion in amore spontaneous and immediate Thshion.
The theatre "in aviolently cathartic manner, may purify through the performance of
actions which produce aconvulsive, visceral, pre-conscious response hi the spectator"
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In this the body itself becomes aform of emotional hieroglyph, and many bodies become
an orgiastic and more communal form of catharsis.

Ifound Artaud's desire to move theatre to an expression beyond the limits of
language and text similar to Nietzsche's description of the Dionysiac dithyramb and its
ecstatic passion. This is made evident in The Birth of Tragedy when it reads:
In the Dionysiac dithyramb, man's symbolic faculties are roused to their supreme
intensity: afeeling never before experienced is struggling for expression

-

the

destruction of the veil of Maya, Oneness as asource of form, of nature itself A
new world of symbols was required, the whole of the symbolism of the body, not
only the symbolism of the mouth, the eye, the word, but the rhythmic motion of
all the limbs of the body in the complete gesture of the dance. Then all the other
symbolic forces, the forces of music

-

rhythm, dynamics, and harmony

-

would

suddenly find impetuous expression. 27
Artaud constantly insinuates aconnection to mystical forms of theatre and because of this
Ihave related much of his theory to Nietzsche's description on the enigma of theatre.
Originally, Iimagined this type of theatre to be similar to Nietzsche's description of the
Dionysiac rituals of ancient Greece he uses to describe the feeling of intoxication in both
producing and experiencing great art:
From all corners of the ancient world

-

from Rome to Babylon we can

demonstrate the existence of Dionysiac festivals, which are at best related to the
Greek festivals as the bearded Satyr, deriving his name and attributes from the
goat, is related to Dionysus himself Almost universally, the center of those
festivals was an extravagant lack of sexual discipline, whose waves engulfed all
the venerable rules of family life. The most savage beasts of nature were here
unleashed, even the most repellent mixture of lust and cruelty that Ihave always
held to be a'witch's brew'.
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With the connections between Artaud and Nietzsche defined Iset out to find
mOre practical applications of this type of theatre. A post-modem version of performance
influenced by Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty and its Dionysiac urges is seen in Hermann
Nitsch's Orgies-Mysteries Theatre. Here extreme and ongoing "actions" are pursued, to
achieve an experience of pure ecstasy (figure 4.8). Influenced by Artaud's proposed
theatre there is an extreme approach to both physical and non-physical approaches to
sensation and emotional stimulation:
The symphony of actions results from acomplicated polyphony of excesses:
not only of large musical resources, but of non-musical sounds, light (including
sun and moon light), colors, smells, tastes, and materials, followed by arepertoire
or sequence of ritual actions: mixing and pouring of numerous fluids, enactments
of liturgical rites, washing of bodies, movements of animals, eating and drinking,
processions, crucifixions, fornications and perversions, often unapologetically
obscene. 29
With these studies in mind and relying on Artaud's suggestion that theatre could
provide an experience that involved inner desires, intoxicated states, and excessive
stimulation, led me to seek out the equivalent in our own society. At the risk of sounding
abit promiscuous Iset out to find various forms of theatre that could instill in me the
same effects that Igot during the production of my art and which Ihad at times
experienced when listening to the strongest forms of music. It was hoped that these
experiences could elucidate aconnection to some aspect of our own culture and thus
influence the design of my theatre. This search began by attending various forms of black
box theatre productions, as well as more typical theatrical dramas, and it was through
these exploits, barring one improvised theatrical presentation, Ifound these productions
to be lacking in the sincere immediacy to which Artaud referred. There was nothing
threatening, or convincingly authentic in any way, as Nietzsche would suggest the
"myth" seemed to be gone. 30 Iagreed with what both Artaud and Nietzsche proclaimed,
realizing that highly prescribed scripts and narratives erected barriers far beyond any of
the physical constraints of the theatre itself: It were these shortcomings which inspired
Nietzsche's book The Birth of Tragedy and it was perhaps Nietzsche's attempt to provoke
the reader to "test" the experiential resonance of cultural productions that led me to
explore the scope of theatre in our culture:
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Anyone who wishes to test himself precisely to see how closely he is related to
the true aesthetic spectator or to the community of Socratic-critical men need only
ask himself honestly about the feeling with which he responds to the miracles
portrayed on the stage. 3'
After this statement Nietzsche continues asimilar Argument to Artaud and suggests that
the loss of authentic and potentially threatening theatrical productions have been
dissolved due to their highly prescribed and arranged content, which is proportionately
related to societies lack of involvement with Dionysiac tendencies. 32

Disappointed in my previous experiences, my search continued and led me to
seek out alternative and perverse gatherings. It was with astonishment that Iwas able to
infiltrate several underground and very private clubs that included avisceral approach to
carnal intoxication. One of these included agroup of people that practiced similar
ecstasies as the Marquis de Sade. Other research led to simpler and more direct clubs that
involved very outright displays of sexual activity. These experiences seemed to align
with the direction of my research of Dionysiac intoxication, which elucidate an intrinsic
connection to the orgy. The relationships of which are explained in the book Theatre,
Aristocracy, and Pornocracy when it reads:
In its origins] sense, orgy refers to secret rites in honor of Dionysos, and these
secret rites involved the impassioned intoxicated performance of songs and
dances.... An orgy is atype of aesthetic performance (such as singing or
dancing), which develops theatrical qualifies to achieve ecstatic effects. 33
While being capable of unleashing the lustful urges of human nature through the
intoxication of desire and loss of self to alarger group (figure 4.9), these approaches
lacked the ritualistic and emotional range to which Artaud refers. This was due to the
intense focus, solely on fornication. The ritual and mystical connections suggested by
Artaud and Nietzsche were not present in these experiences, and IreRli7ed that searching
for theatrical equivalents in Calgary only led to asevere hi-polarity of experience. Either
the performances were highly arranged and contrived, lacking asincere involvement with
deeper emotions, or they were based on simplistic sexual gratification. In my mind they
both missed the point when it came to the complexities and enlightenment that Ibelieved
Artaudian theatre could provide,.
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Figure 4.8 Artaudian Ritual, Herman Nitsch, 1969

Figure 4.9 Middle Class Orgy Scene, 1970
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Just as Ihad almost given up Iattended atheatrical production entitled The Beast
produced by the One Yellow Rabbit theatre company. It was here that hope returned,
because this performance captured the wide range of human emotion, both tragic and
comedic, sincere yet playful, simply because the actors became the emotions, and
allowed them to seep through their performance. At points, even with my skepticism, I
was forced to give myself over to the extremities of the performance. It existed in areRim
that was not literal but exuded abalance between symbolism and true emotion. As Ileft
the performance Ifelt emancipated from the confusing amalgam of my own inner
struggles. Because of its reality it was able to force to the surface atype of group
catharsis, something healing and soothing in knowing that the primal desires and fears
had been exorcised in this performance. Because of this Idetermined strong correlations
to Artaudian theatre, and imagined my theatre also including such performances.

Thus, Ireturned to Artaud's ideas to use them as an impetus for my project. It was
his notion of theatre that was to become instrumental in devising the overall design of my
proposed theatre, because his model provided adescriptive sense of bow the theatre
should be, what it should include, and the actions that could be involved in it. The
ingredients to which he refers aligned with my own previously mentioned beliefs, which
move away from descriptive sets and traditional theatrical props to more expressive and
symbolic theatre designs. Most importantly, Artaud's theatre type aligned itself with my
own methods

of production evidenced in his belief that theatre should be created through

an emotional and cathartic release. These ideas paralleled my own approach towards art
and what Ihad wanted to extend to design. What Ibelieve captures his approach to
theatre and summarizes my own beliefs is expressed in the statement:
Either we shall bring all the arts back to one central attitude and necessity, finding
an analogy between agesture made in painting or the theatre, and agesture made
by lava in avolcanic eruption or we must stop painting, babbling, writing, and
doing anything at all. 34
The excess of emotional release, and its involvement with an unconscious substratum of
the human condition becomes the union of both our aims. This seemed aperfect match
because Iwas able to draw from his theatrical approach astrong sense of inspiration but
not be bound to astrict prescription, which afforded the process relatively free reign.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE DERIVATIVES AND METHODS OF
MEANING MAKING

The most important part of this project was deriving meaning from these drawings
that would become applicable to architectural creation. Having devised the previously
mentioned frameworks and orders, which acted as broad parameters for conscious
interpretations, they were able to steer the perception of the drawings in certain
directions. This was helpful in categorizing the conscious interpretations into several
main currents or thought patterns. However, to clarify how the following interpretations
came to be, it is important to explain the process of obtaining the interrelationships
between the drawings' physical characteristics and the flows of ideas connected to them.
This is intended to help elucidate the basis for the following chapters, which are focused
on structuring ideas from the matrix of the unconscious creative process and not on that
process itself.

The underlying theory of the project was based on noticing and extracting
emergent orders from the seemingly chaotic and expressive flux of my drawings. It is the
points where an emotive notation meets aconscious origin that the entire project gain-, its
momentum and its prospective value. Understanding this is of extreme importance in
elucidating the following methods of translation, which happen when forms that had
evolved out of the previously mentioned process ignite sparks in consciousness, opening
afloodgate of ideas. This can happen by recognizing emerging patterns, or by forcing
preconceived ideas or concepts into areas of the drawings. Both of these methods were
used extensively.

The most inspiring translations occur when there is adefinite ignition of multiple
thought patterns all at once. This can happen while in close inspection of adrawing or by
sensing significance in the memory of adetail. When it happens it is electrifying. It is a
surge of energy that lights up multiple pathways simultaneously, illuminating potential
routes of discovery in the mind. This is like the image of the light bulb going off in a
dreaming thinkers head and is appropriate in describing these epiphanies. It is apoint
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where the two impulses and their according mindsets meet, for however long (sometimes
only for an instant). When this does happen, forceful bursts of clarity can be obtained
from the energy that this creates in the body. My experiences of this have been mostly a
strong sense of excitement and anxiety due to the fleeting characteristics of this meeting,
producing questions such as: Would Ihave enough time to fully reali7e this potential,
before it disappears? Would following this direction be the most appropriate direction to
take?
This type of discovery has similarities to Carl Jung's theories on the
interrelationship between physical causality and the psyche, and while Jung is suggesting
connections to physical matter in general Ifound the similarities too great to exclude,
Jung states:
It is not only possible but fairly probable, even, that psyche and matter are two
different aspects of one and the same thing.... Our present knowledge does not
allow us to do much more than compare the relation of the psychic to the material
world with two cones, who's apices (apexes), meeting in apoint without
extension

-

areal zero-point

-

touch and do not touch. 35

The translation of these drawings is born from asimilar relationship, as though you are
holding your two fore fingers at points so close that they are almost touching, one finger
representing the unconscious form of the drawing and the other aconscious interpretation
of it. Due to our own physiological make up and nervous twitches the fingers are likely to
meet at some point, bringing unity to both poles. When this happens it is as though areas
of the drawings leap out and light up revealing potential directions, reshaping perceptions
of composition, function and building form. Similar ideas have been studied throughout
history and are perhaps best symbolized in William Blake's woodcut entitled The:
Reunion ofBody and Soul, suggesting the meeting between psyche and soma, or in this
case unconscious impetus and conscious determinations. (figure 5.1).

These ideas can also be explained through Jung's theory of Synchronicily, which
begins to explain the interrelationship between casual phenomena and the internal
psychological perception of phenomena. It describes the patterns of development that are
recognizable in terms of meaning, which are not correlated to the physical causality of
more rational perspectives:
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Figure 5.1 Reunion of Body and Soul, William Blake, 1820
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Syncronicity, as Jung understood it, is not ordinary chance or meaningless
coincidence, but is closely allied to the archetypes. In Jung's thinking, the
activation or awakening of an archetype releases agreat deal of power, analogous
to splitting the atom. This is the catalyst for the synchronistic event.... The
activation of an archetype releases patterning forces that can restructure events in
both the psyche and in the external world. The restructuring proceeds in an
acausal fashion, operating outside the laws of causality. 36

it is as though apendulum is swinging between the symbolic expression in the
drawings and the desire to interpret them, hurtling unconscious knowledge into conscious
light. This begins to describe the way decisions were formed determining appropriate
routes of exploration. It is the formation and patterning of formulaic congruencies that,
align with aperception of art dispelling architectural meaning. The following is an
explanation of the conscious derivatives that emerged from the drawings, and represent
the clearest derivatives of them, which have been distilled into the following categories.

Metaphorical Derivatives
These drawings influenced the inception of various architectural possibilities
through metaphorical interpretations derived from the applied ordering techniques. After
anumber of drawings had been created, (and despite the attempt to destroy
representational references) it became obvious that some drawings procured elements that
suggested architectural interpretations to various degrees. Some configurations suggested
afamiliar attitude towards space, while others led to interpretations of crude and
oftentimes awkward spatial recognitions. The former were apparent in drawings that had
stark linear approaches allowing the illusion of spaces to be viewed as potential
programmatic elements, and were the starting point for this exploration. For example, in
drawing number 25 it was quite easy to determine acrude, angular volume, which could
be interpreted as some form of hallway or elongated room (figure 5.2). Whereas, drawing
number 82 suggested spatial associations in and behind the more awkward areas of the
drawings (figure 5.3). With these preliminary derivatives in mind Ibegan to fervently
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Figure 5.2 Ruin Number Twenty-Five, 2002

Figure 5.3 Ritual Space, 2002
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record ideas and concepts that were born from excavating in this fashion, and this
inspired me to continue this approach.

Some of the most instrumental interpretations were found in the first forty
drawings, where clear references to individual spatial types could be ascertained. Most of
these were perceived as being "snap shots" of various spatial compositions. For example,
drawing Number 4suggested apotential arrangement of some form of seating structure
(figure 5.4), whereas drawing number 16 had aclear association to some form of entry
condition (figure 5.5). The aggressive markings of the drawings could be read as various
forms of exterior stage structures, lobby spaces and what appeared to be apool or some
reference to water (figure 5.6). Because the drawings had been done with such an
aggressive approach each space procured aunique rawness that seemed to reference the
action of the theatre to which Artaud refers, one that, while in constant flux, is dependant
upon the continuous pressure of excess. It was easy to visualize derivatives of these
spatial types existing in and among the actors, music, and lighting, of the Theatre of
Cruelty.

When reading Artaud, one becomes aware of the importance of gesture in
achieving his brand of theatre. Gesture becomes central to explaining both the production
and expression of my drawings as well, in terms of its ramifications to architectural
applicability, which is addressed substantially in Impulse and Impetus (refer to pages 2021). Ifound that the spatial references Iwas able to determine in this fashion allowed me
to emphatically express the notion of theatrical gesture in four specific ways: First, the
action and gesture involved in the production of the drawings was viewed as aform of
Artaudian theatre in itself, due to its involvement with the more immediate and intuitive
mode of creation. It was because these drawings were based on an immediate bodily
action that Idetermined arelation to Artauclian theatre. Secondly, the marks that make up
these drawings referenced this gesture, signifying these emotive characteristics, and
placed them in the category of the art object. Thirdly, the gesture inherent to the work
became interpretable at alevel of illusionistic suggestion, which sometimes included
relationships to possible architectural potentials. Fourthly, and perhaps most importantly,
these interpretations had the potential to become larger architectural creations that would
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Figure 5.4 Ruin Number Four, Seating Structure and Slope, 2002

Figure 5.5 Ruin Number Sixteen, Entry Condition, 2003
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Figure 5.6 Ruin Number Three, Pool Reference, 2002
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be translatable to building forms with adevout allegiance to the expression of gesture. I
felt this was important because these drawings suggested architecture based on an
emotive flux, fragmentation, and violence that aligned with Artaud's notion of theatre,
and offered an alternative to the more popular and harmonious approaches to design.

Distinguishing the potential architectural characteristics became easier with the
addition of figurative elements that helped add scale to the spaces and formal derivatives
found within the drawings (figure 5.7, 5.8). This clarified the spatial potentials and acted
as away of defining these elements. Because these figures were placed amongst the
gestural markings and collage elements Iwas able to determine proportional relationships
between the users and these hypothetical spaces. The figures appeared as small blots of
ink, usually beside the gestural markings in the drawings. What once could have been
considered aslash or tear in the drawing, now appeared as amassive architectural
component, lending itself to ahighly expressive and never before seen building form
(figure 5.9, 5.10). Some of these figures appeared under massive components and behind
layers of trace paper, suggesting screens or volumes above and around them, exp±essing
an impending and dangerous environment (figure 5.11).

Another important factor that became relevant when interpreting the drawings
was an often times clear relationship to the bill that existed on the site. This relationship
appeared in the drawings as curving gestures that broke up their compositions (figure
5.12). These marks were not arranged to appear as ahill, but couldreadily be interpreted
as one. In doing so, Ibegan to make sense of other more distinguishable properties in
relationship to it. In most cases the curving mark that was defined as abill was disturbed
by more intrinsic formal components and it was these relationships that led to some
important translations in terms of the future modeling experiments (figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.7 Ruin Number Fourty-Nine, 2002

Figure 5.8 detail, 2003

Figure 5.9 Ruin Number Fifty-One, 2002

Figure 5.10 detail, 2003
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Figure 5.11 Ruin Number Fifty-Four, 2002
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Figure 5.12 Ruin Number Sixteen, Hill Form, 2002

Figure 5.13 Ruin Number Fifty-Six, Levels and Hill, 2002
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Formal Derivatives

The second method of deriving meaning from these drawings existed at aformal
level, where Ihad begun to notice repeating forms and emerging patterns that became the'
drawings' major structuring components. Iscrutinized the repetition of similar gestures
that had become the focus of each study. Idetermined the similarities between these
forms as being due to the scale of the drawing in relation to my hand in their creation, but
in any case most of the drawings had strong linear elements in conjunction with more
circular or ovalesque forms.

Drawing number 47 was the first drawing that emphatically expressed this
circular form and had enough impact on the entire development of this series to be felt in
the final design (figure 5.14). This drawing is of particular interest because of the
temperamental nature of its creation. It was one of the only drawings in this series that
tried to become more like athree dimensional model. Born out of aseries of circular
forms underneath, it was built up with cardboard and gloss medium directly over this
original gesture, and at one point reached out into the space in front of it at least four
inches, before collapsing under its own weight. This happened over and over until its
final form rested in its now apparent low relief (figure 5.15). Perhaps it was the struggle
inherent to its creation that left alasting impact upon the drawings that came after it. It
represented the first constructed ovalesque form within this suite of work, and also
represented the potential to derive athree-dimensional form directly from agestural
notation in the drawing, which was to foreshadow developments in the modeling phase.

After this crude ovalesque form had repeatedly appeared, Ibegan to recognize
this form as being important to the design of the theatre. Iworked back into the drawings
in avery conscious way to distinguish aclear programmatic function of this form (figure
5.16, 5.17). At first it was enlarged, then shrunk, and eventually became adistinctly
circular form which penetrated alarger spatial enclosure, which was becoming more and
more clearly the theatre space itself (figure 5.18, 5.19).,
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Figure 5.14 Ruin Number Fourty-Seven, 2003

Figure 5.15 Ruin Number Fourty-Seven, detail, 2003
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Figure 5.16 Ruin #120, 2003

Figure 5.17 Ruin #121, 2003

Figure 5.18 Ruin #122, 2003

Figure 5.19 Ruin #127, 2003
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Working back into the drawings and applying architectural conventions directly
over the more expressive forms achieved clarity in terms of useable components. The
first of these were sectional based explorations that appeared relatively early in the
process. Because the conventions of section and plan were applied after the expressive
drawings had been done; the building took on asimilar curvilinear composition from all
angles (figure 5.20, 5.21). Everything was undulating and based on the dominant oval.
The movement through the spaces also suggested an arced progression. Ifound this
similar to the notion of acurrent or eddy which could be viewed as pulling the user down
into the theatre, which seemed to exist below this dominant curve. This was made
comprehensible when beginning to consciously shift the preliminary drawings to become
visible from athree-quarter angle. Once aloose axonometric projection was achieved the
overall composition of these elements became clearer (figure 5.22). Because this current
was born out of its own repetition, it spoke of the process and its constant digestion and
regurgitation of previous forms and meanings derived from them, spinning towards a
more definitive outcome.

Through this method Ibegan to interpret the horizontal lines that usually
penetrated the density of more focused elements and were largely responsible for the
compositional balance of the drawing itself,as an extended armature that suggested a
possible tra
nslation to abridge component (figure 5.23, 5.24, 5.25). Besides its use as a
balancing or disruptive formal component at the level of drawing, this association was
likely due to the aforementioned bridge at the site. But it was only through the addition of
the sectional conventions that Iwas able to determine this bridge as becoming an
essential component of the design. This component also referred to the overall thrust of
the project and my striving to bridge these two disciplines. This element never went away
and eventually became an essential part of the design.
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Figure 5.20 Ruin Number Eighty-Three, 2003

Figure 5.21 Ruin Number Seventy-Nine, 2003
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Figure 5.22 Ruin Number One Hndred and Nine, 2003
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Figure 523 Ruin Number Sixty-Eight, 2003

Figure 5.24 Ruin Number Eighty-Three, 2003

Figure 5.25 Catastrophe Number Five, 2003
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Drawings as Metonym and Conjecture
Another way Ibegan to view these drawings was, through the notion of
metonymy, which refers to asingular signifier, usually in language, referencing many
parts or totality of awhole. In viewing these drawings as ademarcated textural surface, I
saw them as ahieroglyphic language of sorts, and began to extend the notion of the
metonym to these drawings. This approach was antithetical to the original interpretations
because in this light these drawings were not viewed as literal or metaphorical
interpretations of formal components or illusionistic derivatives of space, but, in contrast,
each drawing or area of the drawing was viewed as agauge for the whole development.
This shed light onto what the entire building would be in terms of afinished product, and
also suggested how this could be accomplished. One of the things that led me to view the
project in this way was the fact that it involved an apparent inversion to the approach I
had been trained to take in regards to architectural design. For example, instead of
considering larger issues of site and context in terms of usability and demographics, the
project was focused around aprogression of individual drawings, and more specifically
the marks that created them. At points, individual marks that were created in an
aggressive fashion, that literally took afraction of asecond to complete, became largely
responsible for the creation of massive compositional components in the proposed
building. Because of this shift the relationship to the metonym seemed appropriate.

• In my observations the relationship to the metonym was like the growth of atree
with its dependence on the germination of aseed, or DNA strands which hold the genetic
alchemy for the entirety of alarger organism. The process was progressing from the
micro to the macro, as if the entire genetic code rested in all aspects of each drawing. The
characteristics of the drawings spoke of how the building in its entirety should be. For
example: the additive collage components suggested the complexity and fragmentation
the final building would have; the gestural expression of each line and tear and the
material handling of each drawing foreshadowed the approach to the three-dimensional
explorations; and viewing the drawings this way increased the importance of every rip,
tear, and apparent "accident" to the level ofparti, Each of these drawings and their
individual components became apiece of apnzzle that referenced amore complete
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totality even though it did not yet exist. It was this view of the drawings to which I
constantly referred in the progression of this project Similarly, it was these studies that
allowed me to conclude that this approach and its derivatives not only referenced an inner
artistic expression relevant to my artistic pursuits, but one that could also be read as a
guiding force to the creation of abuilding.

U

mary of Develop

ents: The Antecedents

These explorations were perceived as intrinsic antecedents to the production of
the building. The term antecedent is atheatrical term that refers to apreceding, action that
exists before the main act of the play has even begun, and which is crucial to the
sequences that follow it. The impact of these drawings was similar to this in two ways:
First they were intrinsic to the overall development of the building in all aspects, and
existed as preliminary yet instrumental to its future developments; and secondly they
referenced the action and gesture of my own immediate process and emotional mood of
their creation, thus referencing aphysical act that preceded their interpretations. It was
through these notions that Iperceived arelationship to the antecedent.

By studying these antecedents Iwas able to use the expressive nature of my
drawings to begin to structure the design of abuilding, which was done by allowing the
more immediate and unconscious forms to be interpreted through the application of
conscious interpretation. The architectonic structure of the drawings relayed apotential
relationship to the architectonics of abuilding, as well as inspired the more enigmatic and
obscure characteristics it could encompass. Functioning in metaphorical .and formal ways
the main outcomes of these drawings clarified: Main spatial types, which led to amore
defined program of atheatre, and constituted asimilarity to Artaud's notion of theatre at
the level of production; the character of these spaces in terms of amaterial gesture; an
overall movement or spatial sequencing relative to interpenetrating curvilinear volumes
and formal components; astrong sensibility of materiality and texture. All of these
elements were to become main aspects of the final design.
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CHAPTER SIX: MOFIELS, TRANSLATION,
AND RECONSTRUCTION

It was the breeding of these two impulses that influenced the creative mode of
three-dimensional explorations as well. Because architecture is inherently spatial and is
therefore dependant upon athree-dimensional formal enclosure to attain this character, I
felt the need to reconcile these two disciplines through the studies which Ihave viewed as
the "twilight" between them, which Ibelieve exists in the well-spring and dynamic nature
of sculpture. Because the drawings were created through adistinctly destructive process
and left atrail of disaster in their wake, Ifelt that the additive nature of model making
would begin to reflect amore constructive approach, which seemed necessary due to the
constructive action inherent to building. They would begin to stabilize the progress of the
project. If we can view the drawings as chromosomes in amicro sense containing the
necessary enzymes for this development, then these models were the first offs
pring and
bodies of this breeding, the first acts in this play.

The first series of models were created from the interpretations spawned from the
drawings. Like the application of architectural conventions applied into the drawings I
saw my approach to the models as amethod of clarification. But, instead of applying
architectural conventions onto the drawings this method revolved around extracting
information from them. Ibegan to approach this endeavor with methods familiar to me
from my architectural education. By determining the most important and translatable
formal components excavated from the drawings Ibegan to model these derivatives
three-dimensionally. This was done by borrowing from the strains of drawings that were
repeated most frequently, and had been frozen at avarious levels of development. This
approach allowed for an expressive interpretation of the drawings in the translation to
models.

It was postulated that after Ihad used the drawings as catalysts, these explorations
would allow the guide of the emotive impulse to take over. This would allow unknown
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factors to arise and birth unforeseen translations. It was in these organic characteristics
that Idetermined arelationship to the discipline of sculpture, some to more degrees than
others. The rest of this chapter is adocumentation of the most important and dynamic
outcomes of the first phase of the modeling process.

Model 1: Boot/Ship
Model number 1entitled Boot/Ship was born from atranslation of line work and
major compositional forms that existed in the drawings. It was the thin and multiple lines
created through abrupt incisions that were translated into the copper wire construction
technique of this model (figure 6.1, 6.2). Because alot of the drawings procured a
structural sensibility, no matter how des
troyed they appeared, Idecided to replicate the
rhythms of the drawings and the emergence of volumes into amore consciously
constructed wire framework. The overall composition that appeared and became
definitively clear in drawing number 69 (figure 6.3); progressed through the rest of the
drawings until the end of the series, which led me to the overall composition in this
model (figure 6.4). Thereby, clarifying through spatial modeling the relationship of
elements in the drawings. The circular form and curvilinear attitude towards space in the
drawings was translated into acentral spiral that was to exist above the proposed stage
area below (figure 6.5, 6.6). This had ramifications in terms of the sound of the theatre,
which would potentially echo up the center of this spiral circulation. The main ramp
around the entire structure was an arm of this spiral, branching off and encompassing the
whole form.

The idea was to build onto this main armature in an aggressive and emotive way,
as to continue amore flexible development. But, due to the highly articulated and
consciously constructed wire frame, it could only be explored in terms of its surface. This
is witnessed in the continuous application and disintegration of skin-like facades, which
alluded to various types of textural agitation. Stretching various types of paper over the
wire frame did this, which eventually had the appearance of some hollowed out skeletal
carcass, with only skin-like remains
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Figure 6.1 Boot/Ship Model, detail, 2003

Figure 6.2 Boot/Ship Model, 2003
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Figure 6.3 Ruin Number Fi
fty-Two, Sectional Reference, 2002

Figure 6.4 Ruin Number One Hundred and Five, Sectional Reference, 2003
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Figure 6.5 Boot/Ship, 2003

Figure 6.6 Ruin Number One Hundred-Eighteen, 2003
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Model 2: The Cockroach

The Cockroach was the second model in this series, and like the following three
models incorporated essentially the same composition as Boot/Ship, and illustrated a
similar interaction of elements (figure 6.7, 6.8), but what had become extremely
important in terms of this model was that it had arelationship to aproposed ground
plane. Like apreliminary MDF model, the Cockroach was to have alarge effect upon the
final model, because ahierarchy of spatial movement had become more defined due to its
relationship to the ground. A movement down the

circular

spiral had been terminated

with an entry into amore agitated volume below the ground plane (figure 6.9, 6.10). This
relationship was again derived from the drawings that suggested amovement into a
distinct carve in the ground, which suggested some form of volume beneath the surface.
Perhaps the clearest of these is witnessed in drawing number 101, that had abold line that
was interpreted as aground plane and which separated elements above and below. The
impact of this drawing can be witnessed when viewing the Cockroach model directly
from the side (figure 6.11, 6.12).

Another way this model became extremely important was in the way it had
translated some of the niarldngs in the drawings into asculptural roof that existed on
what appeared to be the main entrance to the building. This is seen in the three large
curved bands that arch loosely over an exterior entry condition (figure 6.13). These were
derived from drawing number 77 and drawing number 78 each of which had elements of
paper that had been sliced, flayed, and pulled from the surface of the drawing (figure
6.14, 6.15). This translation was important because it was not adirect and literal
translation but allowed amore experimental development to occur moving from drawing
to modeling.

The final way Isaw the Cockroach as being extremely influential was due to its
overall expressive resonance. While it had been consciously constructed, the outcome of
this model was able to exude afragmented and destructive expression, similar to the
drawings. This was because it was attacked and recreated several times before it was left
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Figure 6.7 The Cockroach, 2003

Figure 6.8 The Cockroach, detail of underbelly, 2003

Figure 6.9 The Coekmac/?, detail oicirculatioii. 2003

Figure 6.10 7/ic Gockmach, detail of circulation. 2003
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Figure 6.11 The Cockroach, side view, 2003

Figure 6.12 Ruin Number One Hundred and One, 2003
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Figure 6.13 The Cockroach, detail of arcs, 2003

Figure 6.14 Ruin #77, Flays, 2003

Figure 6.15 Ruin #78, Flays, 2003
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at its particular level of development. The copper plates that represented wall surfaces
were ripped from aprevious study of Alvar Aalto's community ball in Saynatsalo, and
co1lged onto this model with all of the apparent destruction from this process still readily
perceivable. This created dark and cavernous spaces directly under these damaged plates.
Similarly, the interior space of the Cockroach had been covered in paper, then burnt and
ripped into which suggested expressive and dramatic change that was to exist in the
transition between spaces of the building.

Model 3: Landscape/Gesture
Where the first two models focused on the relationship of spatial composition and
enclosure, the next two models borrowed on the relationship of the building to the
surrounding landscape (figure 6.16). After having chosen the site as an inspirational
starting point for the process Ifound that the drawings had captured asimilar attitude to
the landscape (figure 6.17), and it was this model in particular that expressed my
interpretations of this site. Model number 3borrowed aspects from the interpreted
drawings that included the hill and river, and acted in away similar to atraditional site
model. It was here that the most emphatic relationships between the undulating and
curvilinear aspects of the drawings related to the same apparent qualities of the landscape
and the building within it. Like aboat on the swells of an ocean the model sat central on a
long north/outh axis of ground that developed into the final placement of the building,
existing at the bottom of this swell (figure 6.18, 6.19).

Perhaps the most influential thing about this model was that it included along
armature that projected out of the building towards the sunken area that represented the
riverbed (figure 6.20, 6.21). This was another derivative from the drawings. For example,
most of the drawings had some form of long linear marking, usually of astark and bold
quality that, while violently demarcating sections of the drawing and creating some form
of balance, ruptures through the elements that had been distinguished as the components
of abuilding. These marks suggested abridge form that could potentially connect the
building with its external surroundings. Beyond being derived from the formal markings
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Figure 6.16 Landscape/Gesture, 2003

1,

Figure 6.17 Ruin Number Eighty-One, 2003
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Figure 6.18 Landscape/Gesture, detail of underbelly, 2003

Figure 6.19 Landscpe/Gesture, detail of edge, 2003
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Figure 6.20 Landscape/Gesture, detail of bridge, 2003

Figure 6.21 Landscape/Gesture, detail of bridge, 2003
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in the drawings this was inspired by apre-existing pedestrian bridge that was near my
chosen site. The application of section and acontinuous study of these bold and
intersecting lines eventually clarified arelationship between the spiral circulation and this
potential bridge.

Model 4: Block, Mass, Terrace

The fourth model in this series was similar to the last in its consideration of
landform, but the relationship of the model to the ground was becoming clearer, and
appeared embedded in the suggestive earth, unlike the previous model that seemed to
float on this ground (figure 6.22). This was made possible due to the material
representation of the ground, which had become asolid form made out of layers of paper
mulch and glue. This materiality allowed the model to be placed into the ground rather
thrn existing on apaper-thin representation of it. Its characteristics were directly inspired
by drawing number 64, which begins to suggest athickness and density of material,
which has been branded and impressed into (figure 6.23). This model expanded on its
predecessor by extending aseries of bridge-like structures out of the cylindrical spiral
circulation. These extended towards the river and, after intersecting the main spiral,
projected backwards into the bill itself,suggesting ameeting point directly at the theatre.
In turn, this was interpreted as apotential gathering area.

The most important aspect of this model was the way the ground plane had been
represented. Instead of the smooth undulating ground that existed in the previous model,
this ground was inherently visceral and had abody-like mass. In this way, the bill had
been approached in away analogous to the drawings, being carved and molded more
immediately and thus, more expressively than in the previous explorations. Here, the bill
had been fashioned out of aseries of terraces and grooves, which was to have adramatic
effect on the next series of models as well as the final building (6.24, 6.25, 6.26). It was
this model that had alarge affect upon the drawings which began to show similarities to
the overall placement of the building and the extension of the bridge (figure 6.27, 6.28).
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Figure 6.22 Block, Mass, Terrace, 2003

Figure 6.23 Ruin Number Sixty-Four,Impressed Drawing, 2003
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Figure 6.24 Block, Mass, Terrace, detail, 2003

Figure 6.25 detail, 2003

Figure 6.26 detail, 2003
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Figure 6.27 Ruin Number One Hundred and Twenty-Six, 2003

Figure 6.28 Ruin Number One Hundred and Fifteen, 2003
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Summary: Containers a dInnards
These first models were instrumental in developing an architectural solution, but
fell short in the vision Ihad perceived for acomplete bridging of these disciplines. Some
of the reasons for this are explained in adiscussion of Hegel's theory on artistic media in
Impulse and Impetus (refer to pages 31-33) but are summarized through the following
explanation. While they were helpful in determining main compositional elements and
spatial arrangements, as well as clarifying significant interpretations of elements within
the drawings, they were essentially representations of these things, rather than
progressively expressive and organic experiments within themselves. Their final forms
were conventional, the outcomes of which were more models than sculpture. This was
due to the conventional approach of constructing aconscious structure that encumbered a
more immediate and expressive approach. The process of creating this structure was
inherently too slow and self-conscious to allow aviolent expression to permeate the
models filly. In turn, the models were viewed as containers that trapped space in avery
traditional way, whereas the drawings procured organic internal spaces, which Ifelt could
be viewed as the innards of these creations. Iwas determined to make these innards
structural, spatial, and dynamic, rather than being contained.

While lacking in their ability to progress the design beyond the information of the
drawings these models were successful in determining the various spatial types that were
eventually translated to the final design. Every space that existed in these explorations
was to become important to the outcome of the project. So in essence, these models
pulled the most important spatial concepts from the drawings and solidified them in
three-dimensional form, like asource of vital genetic material needed for the proposed
breed. Despite their failures, these models acted as asuspension of spaces and elements
that could be referenced for future explorations.
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The Sculptures and Expression

The second series of models was born out of aprocess akin to the permeation of
impulses allowed in the creation of the drawings. These were not dependent on a
predetermined outcome, but grew out of intense rounds of material exploration. These
were born out of an undying belief that the same emotive and unconscious productive
methods that had led to the creation of the drawings could permeate three-dimensional
creations as well. Thus, it was hoped that by borrowing from the creative mode of the
drawings Icould refer to the drawings creative impetus. Ifelt this project needed another
series of explorations that was involved with aconstruction related to the discipline of
sculpture. This, in conjunction with the first modeling experiments, would provide
enough experiments for atransfiguration to architecture.

Because the drawings had been made of layered paper they began to increase in
depth and surface variation Ibegan to interpret this methodology and its potential for
sculptural creation. Some of the drawings became quite three-dimensional. Ihave already
referred to thawing number 42, and its attempt at defring structural necessity (figure
6.29), but other drawings also became more three-dimensional. For example, thawing
number 57 presented folding layers of paper, which produced an organic and expressive
swell that Ifelt resembled astage-like component. This was done by repeatedly soaking
the drawing, and re-drawing over top, once it had dried (figure 6.30). Other drawings
with multiple layers of paper allowed for more immediate sculptural forms to appear
(figure 6.31, 6.32). This is witnessed most clearly in drawings that had pockets of space
created by multiple collage sequences that begin to trap volumes of space. Borrowing
from these experiments led me to seek out alarge quantity of paper that already had the
density and intrinsic quality of layering. This, in conjunction with the relative success of
an earlier experiment led me to use phonebooks as amedium of exploration (figure 6.33,
6.34). It was this medium that allowed me to forgo the process of creating astructural
frame seen in the first models and allowed amore immediate and expressive
manipulation of material. The phonebooks were often times soaked, bent, and held
together with various types of mediums, after having been clamped in various
configurations. Once this had been done Iworked back into them with my razorbiade and
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Figure 6.29 Ruin Number Fourty-Seven, 2002

Figure 6.30 Ruin Number Fi
fty-Seven, 2003
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Figure 6.31 Ruin Number Thirty-Four, Collage Eight, 2003

Figure 6.32 Ruin Number Seventy-Seven, 2003
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Figure 6.33 Original Phone Book, 2002

Figure 6.34 Phone Book Wall, detail, 2003
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more drastic machine cuts to achieve more aggressive and immediate marks. From there
areas of the phone books were completely hollowed out then soaked and bent into various
forms. After this, many of them were coated with different forms of mediims and glue, to
hold these forms in place, then built onto with any material Icould find. The outcome of
this process resembled anthropomorphic features that seemed to be derived from my
older figurative drawings. All of them had afeeling of natural form, perhaps some type of
fungi or mushrooms found in undergrowth somewhere (figure 6.35, 6.36, 6.37, 6.38,
6.39). Because of their relationship to the spontaneity and aggressive approaches of
earlier work, Iviewed this process as aform of three-dimensional drawing, and thus
deduced arelationship to the dynamic capabilities of sculpture.

The models in this series were made out of layers ofphonebook pages that had
been torn out and then glued side by side. After this was done, the process of adding
larger extensions of pages and pulling them up so that they were telescopically adhered to
the ones beneath helped to create asensation of aspatial enclosure. This was held up by
the addition of amakeshift structure of copper wire, with the addition of trace paper and
gloss medium to solidify its form.

It was during the productions of these models that Iagain returned to the notion of
atheatre based loosely on Artaud's outline for the physical aspects of the theatre, and
•eventually melded these forms to include the aspects Ifelt were most important.
These final five models began to suggest spaces that would fit together in the completion
of this Artaudian theatre. This was due to the more conscious construction of amore
•conventional model in lockstep to their production (figure 6.40).

Another development that grew out of these experiments was the Phone Book
Wall Installation that was first displayed at the Hybrid Vigor Exhibition at the Nickle Arts
Museum in November (figure 6.41). The concept for this project grew out of noticing the
unit quality of the phonebooks Ihad collected, when stacked they formed abrick-like
wall. Noticing this Ibegan to make machine cuts into the pages of the books and saw a
potential to derive an expressive facade. If these could be coated in some form of
fireproof hardener Ifelt they could be used in non-load bearing areas of this theatre.
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Figure 6.35 Phone Book Model #1

Figure 6.36 Phone Book Model #2

Figure 6.37 Phone Book Model #3

Figure 6.38 Phone Book Model #4

Figure 6.39 Phone Book Model #5
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Figure 6.40 Process Model, 2003
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Perhaps the most significant outcome of this installation was that it emphatically
symbolized the direction of this project. The juxtaposition of its grid-like façade, against
the more spontaneous markings expressed the primary dependence on both chaos and
order. Similarly, because phone books are essentially cultural object with huge amounts
of information, the fact that they had been stacked and made inaccessible had interesting
ramifications in terms of my overall goals for this project. It spoke of my desire to ignore
or repress cultural knowledge and influence, focusing instead on material manipulation
and its expressive potential (figure 6.42). This installation also harkened back to my love
of ruins and represented my belief in the seemingly destructive process necessary for this
type of exploration, and for these reasons Ifelt that this installation stood -as an analogue
for the development of this project (figure 6.43).
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Figure 6.41 Hybrid Vigor Exhibition, 2003

Figure 6.42 Phone Book Wall Installation, 2003
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Figure 6.43 Phone Book Wall, detail, 2003
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE FINAL FORM AND ITS TRANSLATIONS

The final model is my most complete attempt at ahybrid between art and
architecture. If the Little Drawings are antecedents, and the previous models are
individual acts, then this model is the climax, because it borrows from all of the previous
work and operates as an accumulated and more conscious amalgam of these studies. It
combines these efforts more coherently by responding to aspects of the site and the
proposed theatre program. It is here that the products of the emotive momentum are
sterilized and more objectively related to practical issues. The emotive and unconscious
vibrance and their violent releases are replaced with the regenerative and healing
potential of architecture its constructive approach and profound usefulness. Thus, the
topic of this section will be the final 1:150 model, which solidifies the derivatives of the
previous process into their poetic finale.

Because of the complexities involved in the production of the fina
lmodel, Ihave
decided to break up its discussion to achieve clarity. In doing this it is important to
consider the most recognizable elements that have been transposed to this model, because
they represent the most influential traits, and strongest genes, responsible for the fina
l
outcome. A consideration of these elements will be done through acomprehensive
distilling of various elements, and adiscussion of how they relate to issues of site,
program, and the influence of the earlier studies. Through amore critical lens these
various elements are interpreted as the poetic and comprehensible aspects of the building.
Being the most time consuming in its production, the final model was able to tighten the
reigns on the previous approach to attempting atranslation of expressive form into a
more objective and functional architectural creation.
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The Five For

S

The first and clearest way to expiain the translation to the last model is by
deciphering its relationship to the production of the five previously mentioned phonebook
models. Doing this provides links to other conceptual strands that helped to elucidate the
rnlRlyss

of the

fini

design. The reason for this approach is twofold. Firstly, the

phonebook models (being the last creations in the process) stand as the most
accumulative creations that hold the combined information and genetic codes from the
previous experiments. These provided the most enriched and expressive mixture to date.
Secondly, the flnal model is more clearly related to this last series of models than any
other portion or product of the process, this is seen in the combination of spatial clarity
and organic expression. Most importantly, these five models helped to express the overall
spatial sequencing of the final model, which was born from understanding the individual
models as separate functional components, like some form of organic puzzle, or body,
that could be arranged to fit together as awhole. Thus, it was deemed important to
discuss the individual characteristics of these explorations and their relationships to the
fins] model. Both the phonebook models and the fin1 were at times produced in lockstep,
and it was only after the project had been finished that Irealized the stark relationships
that existed between these creations. Because the process was derived in amovement
between emotive and internal influence, which then encompassed external variables, it
seems appropriate to describe the building in asimilar way beginning with its heart, the
auditorium itself:

Trauslatiol; 1. The Auditorium

The first phonebook model played an influential role in the creation of the final
solution through an acquiescent translation. As soon as this model was underway it began
to reference some form of womb-like gathering space. This was felt in the crude wall
form made out of telescopically adhered pages pulled upwards creating this space. Layers
of butting pages suggested aterraced stage that jutted out in an angular fashion. On the
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opposite side, amore conventional seating arrangement could be interpreted as sloping
upwards. The angular thrust of the stage area also seemed to awkwardly flex the spatial
concentration inwards towards the center of this space, suggesting acommunal heart of
the building (Figure 7.1).

All of these elements were translated to the final model and are expressed in the
form and volume of the main auditorium (figure 7.2). For example, the stage and seating
arrangements have the same overall placement, being adjusted slightly to include an
orchestra and dressing rooms below (figure 7.3). The overall mass incorporates the angle
and thrust of the original study, which, being translated to asofter curve, becomes a
backstage and props department. The most apparent connection exists in the allencompassing nature of the space. The phonebook model suggests acradle-like curving
wing. Translated, it becomes avice-like spatial formation, holding the internal activities
between two palm-like walls.

Adjustments that exist in this translation were due to the interpretation of previous
explorations. For example, the placement of this volume partially below grade was due to
referencing the little drawings and previous modeling studies and their constant depiction
of asubmerged theatre space, which usually appeared as athe gullet of the entire form
most clearly expressed in the Cockroach. Similarly, the division of the main space into
both main and backstage was due to anumber of callous marks appearing in the drawings
that divided this space and which seemed an applicable programmatic division.

The outcome of this arrangement reflected some of Artaud's prescriptions for the
physical aspects of the theatre. While it does not, as Artaud proposes, dissolve the notion
of the stage, it does place the spectator in the center of the action by having various stage
areas encircling all sides of the space. The entry ramp into the stage pushes downwards
and, while becoming pathways to individual seating, it retains its singular plane
suggesting equality along its breadth (figure 7.4). Because of this it suggests the potential
to be used in its totality, as if bursts of action could appear from any area of its slope.
Similarly, the chairs that exist in this auditorium are on swivels that allow the spectators
to gauge their views to the action surrounding them. Both of these features correspond
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Figure 7.1 Phone Book Model Number One, 2003
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Figure 7.3 Interior ofAuditoriuni, 2003

Figure 7.2 Final Model, detail, 2003
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Figure 7.4 Interior ofAuditorium, 2003
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with Artaud's vision of theatre, but allow more conventional theatre productions to take
place as well.

Translation 2: Vertical Permeatio

The second phonebook model influenced the final design through exploration of
vertical spatial relationships. In this model asimilar palm-like wall exists, which holds
forms that suggest both adivision and permeation of upper and lower spaces, most
prominently referenced by aflesh toned layer which has areference to atongue
surrounded by teeth (figure 7.5, 7.6, 7.7). These characteristics helped me to determine
various types of spatial relationships that could exist between the lower auditorium and
levels that exist above. These ideas became manifest in the spatial gaps that exist between
the elevated floor-plate of the upper level and the exterior wall that takes on the
expression of chasms on either side of the building. Ifelt these gaps would allow the
permeation of light to flow both in and out between these spaces (figure 7.8, 7.9). During
the day, light would flood the walls of the theatre below, while at night the opposite
would occur, allowing the activities of the theatre to be felt through the interruptions of
light dancing throughout the upper spaces. This aligned with Artaud's indiscriminate use
of light to stimulate the senses. One of the things included in alist of primary theatrical
mediums is light, and the manipulation of it. Ifelt that allowing bursts and flashes of light
to radiate out of the theatre space would provide an interesting allure to the proceedings
below.
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Figure 7.5 Phone Book Model Number Two, 2003

Figure 7.6 Phone Book Model #2, 2003

Figure 7.7 Phone Book Model #2, 2003
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Figure 7.8 Final Model, detail, 2003

Figure 7.9 Final Model, detail, 2003
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Translation 3: The Domiiant Curve

The most important impetus for the final model was found in the third phonebook
model, which helped clarify the most predominant gesture and main circulation. This
model managed to physically capture the expressive gesture of earlier drawings in a
three-dimensional form (figure 7.10). Where earlier models had failed to achieve the type
of severe gesture in the drawings, this model was the closest kin to drawing number 42
(figure 7.11), and reaches its maturity in this form. Here, the curve gains its fall strength
and asymmetrical force, boring through everything in its path. This is expressed in its
distinct movement through material appendages, after which it spirals downward
expressing the movement of the earlier drawings.

During the production of this phone book model, in lockstep with the Styrofoam
model, this element became amain compositional element in the final design. This
forceful curve begins as apedestrian bridge and moves throughout the entire building.
Along its path it tightens its arc and spirals more quickly through the building,
penetrating the wall of the theatre (figure 7.12, 7.13). On this course it becomes pathway,
lobby and interior stage. It continues through the structure, ending as atail and exterior
stage for the amphitheatre. In its uncompromising gesture it becomes all these things and,
in turn, provides adistinct overlap in function. Iinterpreted these characteristics as being
important in terms of Artaud's theatre, because it feeds down into the space as a
processional walkway and inconspicuously transforms into the stage blurring the
boundaries between audience and actor, drawing them downwards, beckoning them to
continue onto the stage. This borrows from Artaud's notion that there should be no
boundaries between stage and spectator, and forcefully begins to transcend these
divisions. Because of its long and tightening force it allows the user to become more and
more involved in this tightening, experientially speeding up the movement into the
theatre. Ifelt that this would provide an experiential transformation, which would act as a
transition to the spiraling intoxication of the theatre below. Thus, Isaw the curve
becoming amassive whirlpool, submerging users of the space into the internal,
emotional, heart of the theatre below, drowning them in this heart of intoxication.
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Figure 7.10 Phone Book Model Number Three, 2003

Figure 7.11 Ruin Number Fourly-Seven, 2002
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Figure 7.12 Final Model, detail, 2003

Figure 7.13 Top View of Theatre, 2003
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It was also this curve and its current that gauged the development of the exterior
spaces around it. Just as adrawing is based on aresponse to previous marks, which cause
arippling sensation within the space of the drawing, the remainder of this model was
based on aresponse to this dominant curve. In the same way aforceful eddy produces
smaller pools of twisting water, this main current allowed loosely spiraled spaces to
develop, like surrogates around its gravity. The manifold power of this created various
playful eddies to form on the exterior of the building. These exist as exterior gardens and
plazas on the roof of the west arm of the building (figure 7.14, 7.15, 7.16).

Translation 4: The West Wi'g Gallery

The overall composition and materiality of the west arm of the building was
conceived in relation to phonebook model number 4(figure 7.17). The overall shape of
this model was translated into the entrance and gallery procession below the exterior
plazas. Because of its placement on abill, its form is translated into aprojecting, angular
volume, jutting out of the bill, presenting itself as acanoe-like hull sliding towards the
river. It widens at amouth-like opening, flaring directly westward (figure 7.18).

Because of its length this form seemed the most appropriate to echo the loosened
reach of the curve above. The phone book model, which inspired this component,
incorporated various pieces of wood in combination with debris from earlier models that
achieved adrastic shift in materiality that was translated into the clean and linear upper
level versus the swelling wall of the gallery entrance. This shift in material helped to
create asensation of movement between these elements. The lengthy and bowed wall
suggested asliding movement because of its placement on the slope that echoed the
movement of the hill, in conjunction with its incomplete nature, which suggested a
breaking off,or fragmentation. Because of its protruding and angular edge, this wall
seemed to slide down and slice through the space, creating aclear dualistic quality on
either side of it (figure 7.19). Because of this stark element, which seems to carve into the
ground, users are forced to decide on which side of it to advance. This idea of dividing
spaces and functions through large guillotine-like separations became apparent
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Figure 7.14 Final Model, detail, 2003

Figure 7.15 Final Model, detail, 2003

Figure 7.16 Final Model, detail, 2003
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Figure 7.17 Phone Book Model Number Four, 2003
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Figure 7.18 West Wing Gallery, North Elevation, 2003

Figure 7.19 Final Model, detail of gallery, 2003
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throughout this final model and have their birthrights in marks of the earlier drawings.

It was because of these strong divisional elements that Idetermined arelationship
to the duality that exists in Artaud's notion of theatre. Because Artaud viewed theatre as
being able to attain areality, which punctures through cultural façades, he suggests that
existence has adual nature. This is similar to Nietzsche's division between the Dionysiac
and the Apolline tendencies, and in turn, similar to my own philosophical belief in the
dual impulses. Thus, Ideduced aphysical relationship between these dualities and the
split characteristics of the building Throughout the model, spatial and physical elements
are separated by forceful breaks, delineating interior and exterior spaces. Most of the
interior spaces have acavernous and brutal approach, which symbolize the internal and
darker aspects of human emotion, while the exterior spaces being flooded with light and
the activities of society, symbolize acultural appearance and connection to overtly
Apolline illusions.

Translation 5: Seating Structure and Slope

This type of spatial division is also seen in the fifth and final phonebook model,
which became instrumental in discerning the main characteristics of the final production.
This model was obviously inspired by the earlier models in this series, incorporating the
main wall and curved fomi. But what became of special interest were the pieces of
leather that had been pushed under and pulled through this wall (figure 7.20, 7.21).

These characteristics were translated into various elements that punctured through
the west wall of the theatre, suggesting asimilar divisional approach. For example, the
interior stage area punctures through the wall, becoming the stage of the exterior
amphitheatre (figure 7.22). More importantly, this divisional approach is witnessed in the
seating structure that services both these spaces (figure 7.23). These were essentially the
same structure divided by the west wall of the theatre, again symbolizing aduality and
separation of states of mind, andperhaps influencing the type of performance in each
space (figure 7.24).
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Figure 7.20 Phone Book Model Number Five, 2003

Figure 7.21 Phone Book Model Number Five, 2003
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Figure 7.22 Final Model, detail of stage puncture, 2003

Figure 7.23 Final Model, detail of seating puncture, 2003
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Figure 7.24 Plan View showing seating structure, 2003
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Another factor that led to this element was my own insistence on having the
seating structure directly on the slope of the bill, touching, and connected to it, and was
an element that Idid not want to disturb. The intention to preserve the bill helped to
structure the overall composition of the building. The reason Ifelt so strongly about this
seating arrangement was because it borrowed from the ancient Greek model, which
provides the clearest examples of early theatre structures. This early model was the
archetype of which both Nietzsche and Artaud refer to as capturing the true expression
and purpose of theatre. Similarly, Ifelt this approach harkened back to even earlier
modes of theatre that existed in natural terrain on sloped hills, and in forested areas.
Because of this, Isaw the relationship to the ground and hill as extremely important,
perhaps even sacred, as if its connection to the earth could reincarnate the primal and
Dionysian ritual of theatre.

The Five Forms on aHill
Piecing together these five iwuin elements relied upon their relationship to the hill
and its surroundings. The general placement of these elements aligned with earlier studies
that suggested acomfortable position at the base of the bill. From aconscious standpoint,
this seemed the most democratic positioning in terms of accessibility, as well as avoiding
any disturbance to the residential area, which existed at the top of the hill. But, because of
this placement, the theatre had to address acomplex intersection of movement and entry
from all angles.

These potential entries were broken down into three main approaches, all at
different heights. The first, was at ground level and would be approached from aparking
lot on the west side of the building; The second, was the linkage to the pedestrian bridge
that fed in from apark area beyond; and the third was an approach from the top of the hill
and the main path that sloped along its length. To address these issues of approach, the
five main elements were combined with various extensions and adaptations to form a
loose axis pointing north, south, east, and west. In accomplishing this, the building can be
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viewed as an intersection of various paths, becoming apotential hub and recreation space
(figure 7.25).

As the final model progressed and elements were shuffled around, it became clear
that the approaches to the building would have to align with the characteristics of the hill
and its slope. The particulars of each level would be dependant upon their relationship to
the hill in combination with studies from the drawings and models. Because the west
wing of the building juts oit from the bill towards the ground, it takes on acavernous
entry, which funneled the users into its space, suggesting acavernous and alluring draw
into the hill itself (figure 7.26). This was borrowed from areas in the drawings that had
direct angular markings, some of which were directly carved into the surface of the
drawing. Similarly, this first entry condition borrowed from some of the darker and
ominous spatial qualities expressed in the Cockroach model.

In contrast, the approach from the bridge is initially more airy and delicate, like a
bird soaring in for landing. Before becoming entangled with the more drastic current, the
linear direction of the bridge is extended to the hill, allowing apotential escape from the
proceedings of the theatre complex (figure 7.27). This approach was inspired by the more
delicate and curving tails of some of the marks in the drawings, which usually begin with
arawness and abrupt force, eventually tapering out, due to arelease of pressure, to more
ephemeral ends.

The third approach, from the top of the hill, takes on the characteristics of
descent, which most clearly aligns with the movement of the bill. This is felt in the
stairway that undulates both below and above the ground echoing the heaving nature of
the hilt, and foreshadowing the submergence into the theatre itself (figure 7.28). This
stairway, like astream, flows through aseries of terraced landings (inspired by the gilllike manifestations in model number 3), ending at the point where the curving ramp gains
its most intense magnitude. These undulations seem pressed into the surface of the hilt,
which has similarities to the markings in the drawings, being more carved than drawn.
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Figure 7.25 Final Model, top view, 2003

Figure 7.26 Final Model, detail of gallery entrance, 2003
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Figure 7.27 Final Model, detail of bridge landing, 2003

Figure 7.28 Final Model, detail of hill and stairs, 2003
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The Little Drawings and Spatial Translation

Once all of these approaches had been considered, the forms were scrutinized and
altered to create useful spatial potentials. These spaces were gauged by deciphering
previous drawings that suggested expressive potentials for the theatre. For example
drawing number 59 could be interpreted as an elongated interior space that was split into
two vertical spaces (figure 7.29). This was translated into aterraced gallery space that
slopes upwards, compressing the space until its release at the exit on the east side of the
building (figure 7.30). Its main volume is interrupted by aramp that leads to an
administration space above and onto the plazas on the roof. The cubical spatial divisions
for this space were determined by the teeth-like appendages on the second phonebook
model and are most recognizable when seen in plan view (figure 7.31). This area was to
be lit by natural light entering through aclerestory facing directly south. Similarly, light
is washed down the structural base of the pedestrian bridge that punctures through this
space vertically (Figure of Bridge Base). Because of these various spatial punctures this
space takes on the characteristics of apincushion that is stabbed from all angles with
various elements.

Another spatial composition that was influenced by the drawings was the overall
curve and characteristics of the exterior amphitheatre, which was born from drawing
number 19 and its multiple carves into aplaster coating (figure 7.32). It was this concept
that also led to the tapered construction of the seating tiers that at the thinnest became
stairs, flaring in thickness, to become the seating for the amphitheatre (figure 7.33).

Drawing number 139 influenced the sloping plate-like crown that sits above the
theatre area and allows the sound of the theatre below to echo up into this space. It was
the multiple lines that appeared as ephemeral sectional properties that led to this form
(figure 7.34). As afinal element it exists above the theatre and exterior plaza and
functions as what Ihave termed an "echo space" (figure 7.35, 7.36). Upon further
development it would allow an interior cavity, potentially part of the structure that holds
it up, to be angled in the most appropriate acoustical position, bringing sound up into the
space. This would allow another form of allure between upper and lower levels.
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Figure 7.29 Ruin Number Fifty-Nine, 2003
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Figure 7.30 West Wing Gallery andAdininistration, sectional view, 2003

Figure 7.31 West Wing Gallery and Administration, plan view, 2003
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Figure 7.32 Ruin Number Nineteen, 2003

Figure 7.33 Final Model, detail of seating tiers, 2003

III

Figure 7.34 Ruin Number One Hundred and Thirty-Nine, 2003

Figure 7.35 Final Model, detailof echo space, 2003

Figure 7.36 Echo Space andAucitoritmin, sectional view, 2003
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Perhaps one of the most important translations is evidenced in drawing number
86, which inspired the relationship between the theatre and upper programmable spaces
(figure 7.36, 7.37). This space was eventually placed directly over the backstage area and
was to become amultipurpose recreation room, that Ifelt could be rented for various
functions (figure 7.38).

Determining the most logical spatial lines between them connected all these
elements, which was similar to apuzzle that required asuturing of these main areas
together with bands and pockets of space. In turn, this process led to ahighly complex
and delicate permeation of spaces, (varying from cavernous, like the auditorium and
gallery) to more delicate and linear, (like the entry ramps and their slivers of spatial
cohesion). One of the most impressive spaces exists at the culmination of all these
elements, which was where the geometry of the entire building terminated. This exists
along the exterior wall of the gallery, which is essentially an entry condition both towards
the crown of the building, and, downwards into the amphitheatre. It is here that all the
currents meet, and culminate in various gravities. The convex niss of the gallery wall
pushes the space away from the building and down into the amphitheatre. This swollen
push is contrasted by the thrust of the exterior stage that stabs towards this space. All of
this is complicated further by the sloped and curved nature of the amphitheatre, which
combines into this pull to add to the highly unstable and expressive spatial experience
(figure 7.39).
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Figure 7.37 Ruin #79, 2003

Figure 3.38 Final Model, detail, 2003

Figure 3.39 Final Model, detail of ramp and ampitheatre, 2003
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The Hybrid: The Theatre Tirade and the Architecture of Catastrophe

At its final stage of development, the theatre presented itself as adynamic yet
fragmented whole that was analogous to the expression of the drawings (figure 7.40).
Despite my earlier concerns, the aggressive nature of the drawings had permeated
through the various translations. For example, while it is not aggressively attacked, and,
in fact, is quite precisely manufactured, it has the same fragmented nature of the
drawings. This is most recognizable in its collaged character. Plate-like facades with stark
material changes cause adisjointed and ambiguous tectonic relationship. This expression
seems similar to the collaged nature of the drawings with their disjointed character. These
plates are separated by spaces that are analogous to lines in the drawings, which appear
more torn than drawn and are explicitly violent in nature. Translated, these characteristics
appear as voids between these surfaces and have asimilar expression of splits, cracks,
and disjuncture. It is as if the violence of the drawings with their extreme action had
somehow caused damaging fractures to this composition, suggesting the potential for an
abrupt movement or collapse. This is felt most overtly in gaps of irregular nature coupled
with tectonic lines that suggest acleaner and more focused violence. In this Ifind the
expression of catastrophe, with the cleaner elements suggesting acalm state before some
disaster, and the more visnally stressed elements suggesting abreaking off or
disintegration of the former. Ifelt this was similar to the to the drawings with their
combination of expressive marks and more intentional and determined lines. In turn, I
saw this model as athree dimensional draft or axonometric projection of the earlier
drawings, representing areas cut with varying degrees of haste and precision than raised
off the surface like apop-out book (figure 7.41).

Its final relationship to the hill also provided aclear analogy to the violent
character of the drawings. It is cut into the ground, and while jutting out, its plate-like
levels suggest blades embedded into it. This is likely due to the way both the drawings
and models were made, in an attack on material with knifes and razors. It is the intense
furry of this attack that is somehow translated to asensation of movement. The nature of
its creation is directly manifest into the final form. It captures asense of movement, due
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Figure 7.40 Final Model, top view, 2003

Figure 7.41 Final Model, view from ground level, 2003
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to the tectonic relationships of the building itself; but also due to the repetition of the
plate like terraces that appear to slide down the hill (figure 7.41).

This sequence of plates was placed on atrajectory angled with achurch at the top
of the hill. Having this church and the theatre in such close proximity and creating a
spatial link between them, created astrong juxtaposition. With the illusion of movement
from the plates, coupled with the slope of the hill it was as though the church had slid
down the bill and pushed into the ground, plowing open the earth, signifying aritualistic
and more primordial alternative to the penitent place of worship above (figure 7.42,
7.43). All this felt suitable to the type of theatre that Artaud proposes with its dependence
on gesture and innate violence, which could permeate through the sedation of modem
life.
The level at which the design for this theatre had stopped is depicted in the final
drawings, which are the most updated representations of this project (figure 7.44, 7.45,
7.46, 7.47, 7.48). It was interesting to see that while these drawings try to force an
implied logic to all of these studies, and is well enough done to capture the main quality
of this project, there are areas that could be developed further, by continued development
along this route. In turn these final drawings suggest the inherent flux, potential
developments and atemperamental character in their own right. This is witnessed in areas
of the drawings that suggest an illogical or almost impossible architectural feat. Because
of this they procure asurreal and what Ifelt were appropriate suggestions of the overall
quality of the theatre in its final form. While being several stages away from any form of
construction drawing, they do incorporate my vision of this theatre.
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Figure 7.42 Final Model, 2003

Figure 7.43 Final Model, 2003
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Figure 7.44 The Theatre, top view and top floor plan 2003

Figure 7.45 The Theatre, plan view and section, 2003
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Figure 7.46 The Theatre, north elevation and east section, 2003
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Figure 7.47 The Theatre, north section and east section, 2003
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Figure 7.48 The Theatre, auditorium interior, 2003
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Conclusion: A archy and Architecture in Cultural Catharsis

Upon finishing this project, or more precisely pausing its progression, Ireturned
to the idea of the hybrid, to test my original hypothesis and fully understand the
ramifications of the balance Ihad originally desired. Irea117ed that this process had
produced an alloy of the emotive and rational, the violent and serene, and the
unconscious and conscious natures of acrossbred architectural art. The original idea was
to span the broad range between these impulses. What has been achieved is, at least, the
attempt at transcending stylistic approaches to the design of architecture. This was a
difficult task due to the nature of architecture and its slave-like and ethical aclherenôe to
culture, it is burrowed in, and its roots are drawing from style and its shallow poison. But
it is the struggle to rectify this situation that also provides the friction necessary to ignite
creative birth, which Ibelieve could create anew foundation for architecture. It is the
beginning of anew century, and as (3ropius suggested almost one hundred years ago, we
must continue to look ahead, propose new ideas, and push architectural concepts forward,
instead of lingering in dusty traditions. Ibelieve that some of this is found in the anarchic
thrust of this pursuit, which by its very nature strives to crumble or at least rattle the
cages of the discipline, to inspire change.

The question Ihad asked myself throughout the process was whether this
inherently cultural building could ignore cultural approaches to its design, and evolve
from inner human expressions, thus, shifting its impetus towards the fundamental gauge
of human experience, which Ibelieve is rooted in emotion. In this attitude Ifnd
similarities to the critiques put forth by both Artaud and Nietzsche who target theatre and
culture in general, except, here, the target becomes architecture and its widespread
adherence to style: My attempt pales in comparison to these theorists use of intellectual
critique, historical precedence, and linguistic competence, because mine is apractical
attempt based on the inner drives of which they illuminate and Iuse.

One's first inclination and criticism of this approach could suggest that its premise
is too subjective to be able to achieve the objective qualities necessary for acommunal
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space. Idisagree strongly, asserting that amore profound objectivity exists in the
'intoxication' needed for this type of production. To be subjective one must have control
and beating of one's self, and do things in accordance with asense of self-knowledge.
This process is based on the loss of self nthe expression of emotion, afundamental trait
perceptible to all who encounter it. Similarly, it is an approach that ignites archetypal
energies felt in both natural phenomena and the expressions of mankind. Presumably,
Nietzsche would agree to these deductions stating:
Under the influence of the narcotic potion hymned by all primitive men and
peoples, or in the powerful approach of spring, joyfully penetrating the whole of
nature, those Dionysiac urges are awakened, and as they grow more intense,
subjectivity becomes the complete forgetting of the self.... The artist has already
abandoned his subjectivity in the Dionysiac process: the image that now reveals to
him his unity with the heart of the world is adream scene symbolizing the primal
contradiction and primal suffering.26

Sensing this, Ihave reRli7ed that all of the major approaches and interpretations of
this project have been based on the idea of emotional expression, but perhaps it is just as
important to focus on the root of this expression, which can be distilled to gesture. Like
Artaud, Ibelieve that inner emotional states have problems being translated through
structured languages, whether spoken, written, or the strictly ordered languages of
architecture, and like Artaud, Ibelieve that inner emotion is communicable most clearly
through bodily gesture. Because architecture's primary function is to provide enclosure
for bodily movements and gesture, it should also express these gestures in its creation.

In this light architecture and our gestures become close cousins, and because of
this, the project borrows directly from the expressive gesture of the drawings. These are
created through movement, and can be perceived as analogous to our bodily movements
in general, which are an appropriate form of inspiration for atheatre. Because of their
'intoxicated' production, they express something of the range of human emotion, perhaps
most importantly, the capacity for shifting and changing currents of emotion. In turn, this
suggests the inherently temperamental and tragic capacity of the darker instincts and
drives of mankind, his capacity for danger, unpredictability and violence, which Ibelieve,
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drives us at an unconscious level. In essence, these gestures symbolize an awakening of
something primal, visceral, and present atype of exploration to which architecture is
rarely exposed. It would seem that Iwas searching for an architecture of danger. Upon
writing this closure, Iluckily came upon aquotation that sums up the yearning for this
approach. This was found in Nietzsche's book Beyond Good and Evil. He states:
Measure is alien to us, let us admit it to ourselves; what we itch for is the infinite,
the unmeasured. Like arider on acharging steed we let fall the reins before the
infinite, we modem men, like semi-barbarians
when we are most

-

-

and attain our state of bliss only

in danger. 27

This element of danger is synonymous with the destructive and expressive basis of this
approach, which Ibelieve is the forgotten, and unexplored, necessity needed to produce
an architecture that is not only able to stand out from more anesthetized cultural
productions, but is able to induce an experiential awakening through its use. Because of
this, it suggests abreed of architecture that pays homage not only to Apollo but
recognizes anecessity and inspiration of Dionysus.

To accomplish this unlikely breed between tragic artistic impulse and the stability
of architecture the process was advanced through cycles of destruction and reconstruction
evidenced in the movement from the drawings to the first series of models, back to more
aggressive models, to the final design. In this, Ifind something spiritual, perhaps most
directly related to the idea of resurrection, which is dependant upon an initial destruction,
or like the phoenix which fly's forth from its own fiery consumption. Because of this, I
find the process to be cathartic at both the level of creation as well as at acultural level.
This cathartic premise is witnessed throughout history and can be seen in everything from
religious models to modem psychoanalysis. These ideas are made clear in the book
Painting, Psychoanalysis and Spirituality by Stephen Newton:
The ancient mythological idea of descent into the underworld
unconscious

-

-

or the

in order to retrieve the whole self, and be reborn of spirit, formed

the basis of the whole system of healing orders and incubation that pervaded the
archaic world for millennia. It is here that we find the prototypes for modem
psychotherapy and psychoanalysis.
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Perhaps the most powerful benefit of this approach is the belief that asimilar type
of 'healing' could occur in the breeding of art and architecture. Ibelieve that by
attempting to transcend the use of predominant styles and conventional ordering systems
in architecture, in favor of adrastic and abject expression that is 'worked through',
'thought out' and eventually repaired by this process, could provide atherapeutic
architecture that achieves cultural ramifications. What makes this possible is the
movement through layers of interpretation, dissection, and translation, which seeks to
move an unconscious gesture towards amore rational form, in turn, achieving an
emergent and authentic order. Because of this reconstruction this theatre represents my
attempt to express the dangerous and perverse nature of man in aculturally appropriate
form. Its final purpose is away to address the inherently threatening potential of mankind
in aculturally digestible way, and thus, achieves aportion of the balance originally
desired.

The dependence on the emotive and chaotic, being processed, to become more
ordered and logical is analogous to atypes of 'healing' that have been practiced
extensively, which are made apparent by Stephen Newton when he states:
The mythological hero, inflicted with disease, sees the disease and is able to heal
siëkness. Similarly, the ancient. idea that the drug must be poison and antidote at
the same time, as in vaccine, reflects the psychic creative process. The artist
deliberately induces the poisonous projections of inarticulate (unconscious) form
and by doing so, increases levels of toleration and ego strength... .The viewer [or
in this case the user] is psychically carried through the process of resolution, as
the threatening material is manipulated and worked over. This is the basis of the
ancient notion that 'he who wounds also heals'.

By incorporating these same views into architectural design the architect becomes
synonymous with the shaman, and is thus, forced into anew role. Instead of being
primarily focused on attaining adesign that harmoniously echoes the surrounding culture,
he/she becomes responsible for healing it. To this degree, style become meaningless, a
substitute for creativity. Each creation must be summoned, called up, and drawn out from
an internal wellspring of creative birth, because it is here that all humans can relate.
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Because he releases these dangerous and chaotic forms, he is responsible for
transforming them, and in my view architecture is aperfect medium for this healing,
because all finales must become structurally sound and useable in the end. It forces the
emotive to face order, the unconscious to surface, and the damaged to heal. Here, it
forces the very himan expressions of emotive forms to chew the bit of an ordered and
cultural harness. In this view the architect like the shaman becomes irreplaceable by
technology and becomes an indispensable creator.

The most difficult part of this entire process was stopping the momentum of the
emotive creations and having the sense to pull away and view them before they drained
me completely. Ihad to physically break with these productions for aperiod of time to
allow more rational interpretations to occur. One thing is for certain and that is that Iwill
continue to explore the direction the Hybrid Vigor project has afforded me, because I
found that, if nothing else, this process with its wildly expressive momentum has an
inherently flexible nature capable of opening cauldrons of inexhaustible potentials in
terms of architecture that can reflect hiimnity in our structures. Iam not sure Ihave
accomplished all the goals Ihad desired to achieve in this project, but wish to continue
exploring this route. Unfortunately, these aspects of creation have been repressed and it
would seem that only sm2u11 portions of our population have the instincts left to utilize
them. This is why creating in this way becomes such achallenge; time is spent trying to
elucidate alanguage of creativity that must be recognized through afeeling rather than
conscious reasoning. For all of this trouble Ican only hope to endure future studies that
can continue to expand on this method. The way things are going it may prove as well to
print amixture of computer symbols jumbled in aconcoction of muddled lines to make
this point, because Ihave noticed the trends in architecture borrowing from technological
advancements mimicking the potential for human chaos. Perhaps this is alonging for an
authentic expression, which has been concealed for so long it is inaccessible.
Unfortunately, there is no substitute for our own inner drives and emotions. It will be
proven, sooner or later, that all these methods will fail in comparison to the genuine and
authentic productions that come from the wellspring of creativity, human passion, the
unconscious; which through aconscious distilling can produce an intrinsic, almost
'mystical' balance.
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ABSTRACT

For me art is the expressed combination of the two most encompassing and
cardinal impulses in the spectrum of the human condition, emotion and rationality. In art
and in life Ihave erred on the more emotive and abrupt side of things because Ibelieve it
is at this base that we gauge our actions, interpret our experiences, and connect to our
archaic roots. The expressive language captured in the most intoxicated and violent
markings that have an inherently abject and tragic expression also have the potential to
reveal alanguage not fully explored. Through the study of these under amore rational
and interpretive lens they can have the cathartic potential to be reconstructed and
resurrected into more understandable, poetic and potentfrdly useable objects, forms, and
spaces, both at apersonal and cultural level. It is this view of art that strives to do away
with the more current and superficial surface art' that has suggested that authenticity,
originality, and rebirth are things of the past.
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PREFACE

Hybrid Vigor is agenetic term that refers to the mixing of various breeds of a
species to achieve astronger and more resilient offspring. Often times inter-breeding of a
species can lead to mutations and odd combinations that leave aspecies in aweakened
state prone to disease and extinction. Within the Hybrid Vigor exhibition Ihave tried to
combine both my studies in art and architecture to achieve anew breed of architecture
that could become something more akin to art. This was done to freshen the somewhat
stagnant bloodlines that accompany the incestuous architectural breeding from canonized
schools of dogma. It was my intention to arrive at an architecture that was born from art,
one that was less designed than created.

For purposes of clarification Ihave approached the support documents for each
degree separately. The first thesis paper entitled Hybrid Vigor: Impulse and Impetus,
describes the most important characteristics that underlie my artistic creations. It strives
to define the two most important and ever present impulsesof emotion and rationality
that permeate all my work. This paper clarifies the way Isee art being both influential
towards and influenced by architecture. The second thesis paper is geared more
specifically to the creation of my final architectural project. It deals with the movement
between artistic production and my final architectural solution and expands on the
process of discovery that is mentioned in Impulse and Impetus. In away similar to this
first paper it deals with relevaht arguments raised by marginal figures of twentieth
century theatre, art and architecture.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

The purpose of my art has been much of its own accord, asignification of
emotion. Intelligent concepts, relevant ideas, and art historical issues are present to be
sure, but all are subject to the direction of mood. As much as Ihave tried to guide my
distinctive process, art has always ended up being acurrency for my emotions. The
collection plate for this currency has been material of all kinds, which eventually
succumb to my rigorous approach. The following paper is an explanation of my arrival at
this thesis and documentation of the struggle between achieving an objective meaning in
my work and the subjective and emotive overture that ultimately delivers its expression.
Thus, Ifeel my work to be wrought with constant paradoxical issues, which quickly
change from seemingly ordered systems which are relevant to our particular time and
place, and my own specific goals, to an anarchical impulse which tries to destroy these
endeavors. In turn, this paper is as much apsychological description as it is the support
document for my final thesis exhibition.

Personal Opinions on Art
For me it is imperative that art evidence the impetus of struggle. Whether it be
communicated expressively, formally, or conceptually, acertain friction is necessary. Just
as energy is derived from opposing currents, and lire born out of the friction of two
materials, art too must be charged with this characteristic. This opinion likely comes out
of the biases of my own approach, and the realization that Ihave never been able to
achieve harmony in apiece of art. Whenever Itouch amaterial aform of conflict is
present, aforce that undermines serenity. The root of this inherent friction is something
constant and unchangeable. Ihave come to accept this aspect of my work and it has, in
turn, become the way Iunderstand and judge art. Thus, the more struggle perceived, the
more connection Ifeel towards the work: For me, art should display abelief it should
take astand, and evidence apersonal conviction that usually increases the struggle on
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behalf of the creator. This is evident not only in the creation of my art but also in the way
Ihave come to explain it. Ihave, for no lack of trying, not been convinced of the most
current and popular methods of discussing art for the simple fact that Icannot convince
that innermost part of myself to wear the lens that makes these ideas legible. It is simply
not part of the emotional configuration in my make-up. It is this psychological design that
pushes directly against the intelligent and clever opinions of more rational people. Thus,
for me, art in all aspects contains an inherently antagonistic thrust. It does not align itself
with popnlar notions and constantly pushes against things that try to control it, even
myself, rooting itself securely in emotion. It is through these varying forms of struggle
that Ibelieve my art can reveal something about the antagonistic personality.

3

CHAPTER TWO: THE STRUGGLE OF TWO IMPULSES

The first and most objective way to deconstruct my work and understand the
inherent friction found within it is to distill my approach towards art making into two
primary impulses. After much contemplation Irealize that the history of my artistic
pursuits have been forged by the conflict of these impulses. The energy expended in
searching for ab ailce between them is usually expressed in an inescapable imbalance.
The first impulse is adecisive, and originally, clear ihtèntion for the work, adeliberate
goal set forth for the latest production. This can be seen in the decision to create aseries
of pieces of asimilar size, the choice of aspecific medium, or deciding on acertain
subject matter for the work, its placement, and the intended reception. It is the impulse
that has been learned through encounters with education, life experiences, and projected
future accomplishments. For me, this is the impulse that initiates any given body of my
work, and serves as aguiding light. Ultimately, it is the impulse that satisfies the desire to
achieve an understood and objective meaning. Like bookends, it finds itself at the
beginning and end of aprocess determining its direction and outcome consecutively.

In contrast, the opposing impulse while being expected, is not preplanned or
deliberately intended, but grows from inner emotions, which Ibelieve have some origin
in unconscious roots. It directs the series of events that happen in between the planned
out direction of the work and the point of which its energy disperses. Ibelieve this
impulse is connected to the immediacy of mood, the emotional, psychological, and
spiritual experience of the creator, as well as abiological and genetic root, all of which
have been digested and are now only accessible through the somewhat immediate release
valve of artistic process. This impulse is not something completely controllable and is at
times uncontrollable. In my experiences it is anegative, yet highly energetic drive that
carries the expressive form of art.

The most appropriate metaphor Ihave encountered in regards to explaining the
expression of these impulses in relation to one another is the correlation between the
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visual arts and music. This is not anew relationship and has been explored extensively by
artists such as Wassily Kandinsky and more recently by artists such as Willem de
Kooning. These artists felt that art could learn something from the plastic nature of music
in terms achieving apure expression of form. However, for our purposes, it is important
to include lyric to establish aclear metaphorical relationship to both the form and content
of art. For example one can listen to the same lyrics in avariety of ways. If asong is
lyrically describing some peaceful experience, and the melody expresses asimilar feeling
the song expresses an alignment and asense of harmony. However, if the same lyrics are
expressed with aheavy and dark melody, filled with sharps and flats, then the expression
becomes alarming and potentially ironic. Thus, the meaning or subject of the work can be
placed in opposition to its melodic expression.

This was aprinciple Ihad used extensively in my undergraduate work where I
juxtaposed adeliberate subject, usually of Classical order, against the intense markings of
the more immediate impulse, which manifests itself formally in the work (figure 2.1, 2.2,
2.3, 2.4). Using the natural erosion that had accumulated on these sculptures as
inspiration Iunleashed my own mark onto the surfaces of these drawings, finding a
parallel between the natural erosion on these figures and my own mark (figure 2.5). At
this point that Ibegan to view this mark as something natural and innate; Ialso became
increasingly fond of the capacity of the mark to deface and sometimes dissolve the
subjects of my drawings (figure 2.6). Like anatural force it seemed to have an inherently
ruthless quality, an indifference to damage. At this time Ihad become familiar with the
writings of Edgar Allan Poe who was interested in the seminal urges of human nature and
wrote about the escape of these urges, despite the struggle to tame them. Many of his
stories include terrifying descriptions of men who have been overrun by an inner impulse
and who thirst for asadistib explosion that would quench this inner perversion. One of
the quotations that he uses to describe this urge and which Ifind compelling is: "A devil
born adevil on whose nature nurture can never stick." Ihave found something of these
sentiments in my work, and it was the contrast between the discernable and the irrational,
the tension between content and this intense mark, that Ifound asense of struggle that
would become intrinsic to my work for years to come.
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Figure 2.1 Philosopher and Child, 1998

Figure 2.2 The Decay of aGreek Basilica, 1997
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Figure 2.3 Untitled, 1998

Figure 2.4 Untitled, 1997

7

Figure 2.5 Parthenon Frieze, Unknown Artist, 447-432 B.0

Figure 2.6 Hoinagefroni the Artist, 1997
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Debates have been raised around the origin of this impulse, which Ihave
described as being uncontrollable, and coming from some unconscious source. Several
professors and colleagues have questioned my adherence to these types of descriptions
and have attributed this approach to my obvious educational relationship to and
admiration for the Expressionist attitude. In my last years of undergraduate work Ihad
become more and more excited with the work of artists such as Willem de Kooning and
Jackson Pollock. There are similarities between my approach and the work of Jackson
Pollock, which can be seen in the intense physicality in which the work is made, as well
as the imposition of the artists' personality on the medium (figure 2.7). Questions were
raised as to whether my admiration for these artists was due to arecognition of my own
ability to express in asimilar fashion, or arecognition of asimilar struggle in the their
work. The question became whether this impulse was something learned or something
innate. These inquires have lead to extensive research pertaining to varying psychological
points of view, and ultimately became the focus of one of my research papers in art.
Unfortunately no clear answers were established, but the debate continues.

Personal Evidence of this Emotive Impulse
Whether or not the emotive impulse is learned from my educational experiences
or is aproduct of some unconscious force, it deserves agreat deal of consideration simply
because Icannot erase it. It has made its way into everything Ido. From the largest
drawings of my artistic output to the cleanest architectural draft or model, it is
inescapable. Explosions of marking and apparent "accidents" have permeated through all
my work from one degree or another (figure 2.8). While these marks usually emerge on
the surface, they appear to try and free something inside or behind the work as though
something beneath the surface was beckoning to be release. This is inarguably due to my
urge to obsessively ma
nipulate and struggle with material until it ultimately breaks down.
Perhaps the most accurate way of describing the product of this impulse is the metaphor
of erosion. The marks that appear in my work are intensely abrasive, causing damage to
the surface of which they cross, revealing surfaces and textures beneath, like skin being
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Figure 2.7 Painting, Jackson Pollock, 1948

Figure 2.8 Untitled, detail, 2003
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scraped away to get to some more important innards. Whatever instrument Iam using
hunts for the right place to unleash this assault.

The reason Iwrestle with the notion that this mark is simply an aesthetic residue
from my brush with art historical knowledge lies in the fact that it has always existed.
The chilling evidence of this resides in memories of childhood tantrums that would
cnlminate in aggressive attacks on objects of all kinds including books, walls, pieces of
wood, and even myself. Ihave managed to locate several of these physical objects and
have reah7ed the startling similarities between them and my current work (figure 2.9).
When studying these jecords one can see that the very signature of the mark is still
evidenced in my recent work. It seems like handwriting, which carries adistinctive
arrangement and is discernable from other samples due to the limitations and personality
of its creator. The same erosive and malicious characteristics are there, the marks are
pressed into the surface, more carved than drawn. They begin intensely and through their
gesture dissolve at the ends, evidencing anger so strong that it is recalled as clearly today
as it was in the fit of rage in which they were made. These characteristics have not
changed, perhaps only matured (figure 2.10).

To clarify these ideas, which at this point may sound absurd, it is important to
establish the relationship between this impulse and my life experiences. At the risk of
revealing too much about myself Ifeel it is necessary to describe why Ibelieve this
impulse is so relevant to the way I. experience the world. Unfortunately, Ihave been
blessed or cursed with an extremely sensitive, temperamental, and somewhat antisocial
personality. Inner emotions have in the past been released in situations that have been
less than ideal. With as much notice as ashift in the breeze, Ican feel it welling up. It is
an undertow so strong that logic blurs under its heat. This is how Iexperience my
strongest emotions. Like the explosions of mark that deface meaningful images it escapes
as aggressive verbal onslaughts. This has on occasion tarnished my reputation and caused
damage to personal relationships. Ihave finally accepted that the pressure that causes this
release is simply apart of the burden of my makeup, the way Iperceive, whether it is in
fact an illness or not. The. only reconciliation Ihave with this impulse is that it can be
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Figure 2.9 Childhood Mark, 1979

Figure 2.10 Sectional Expression, 2003
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directed at my art, rerouting this impulse away from awkward social interactions towards
material. Iam able to justify this trait by telling myself that it is better to feel too much
than not enough.

Psychological References on this Emotive III pulse

Isee this oversexed emotional orientation and my apparent inability to control its
release as stemming from the same mental origin that allows arelease through the marks
of my drawings. Because Iam unable to label this origin Ihave turned to psychological
descriptions to define this root. Sigmund Freud has done extensive research on the origins
of aggression and has concluded that it is born from an unconscious substratum in the
mind. Freud postulated that these aggressive origins were connected to both the Death
Instinct and Libidinal drives. 2 Other psychologists such as Alfred Adler believed that
there were only two basic drives that lurked in the unconscious and governed the course
of an individual's life, these being sexuality and aggression. 3Because of the evidence I
cannot necessarily prove, but can definitely feel, Itend to agree with these deductions.
For this reason Ifind correlations between these urges, my actions, and my art extremely
compelling. Thus, what has interested me most is the relationship between the
controllable and uncontrollable aspects of my emotions and their apparent physical
manifestations in art.

It was in my first year of the Masters of Fine Art program that Ibecame familiar
with the theoretical arguments of Anton Ehrenzweig, which helped me to make sense of
these impulses, their origins and their relationship to my art. Ehrenzweig was apostpsychoanalyst who was working out of the Object Relations School in the 1960's. Unlike
the earlier Classical Psychoanalysts, who believed that unconscious manifestations
occurred only in the subject matter and composition of art, Ehrenzweig believed that the
unconscious manifested itself in the formal components of art as well, in the marks and
physical approach to material. Until that point, formal and apparently accidental
markings were, for most psychologists like Freud, considered an aesthetic bribe. What
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interested Ehrenzweig was the painterly handwriting he believed comprised the
unconscious form in art and was responsible for delivering the expressive resonance of
the work. In order to alleviate the incongruencies he felt existed in older psychoanalytic
models Ehrenzweig attempted to RnIlyze and explain both the conscious and unconscious
aspects of art. To do this Ehrenzweig describes these characteristics in terms of articulate
and inarticulate form consecutively. 4

Articulate form is described in asimilar way to how Ihave defined the more
intentional aspects of my own work. It is the consciously deliberate form and content that
includes intended composition, order, and general surface gestalt. Ibelieve Ehrenzweig's
inarticulate form can be attributed to similar notions of the uncontrollable aspects of my
work. Aspects of inarticulate form are described in the book Painting, Psychoanalysis
and Spirituality when it reads:

Ehrenzweig's inarticulate form does not refer to the deliberately controlled and
refined aspects of painting, but to the apparently accidental scribbles hidden in
artistic technique and 'handwriting.' It would also encompass drips, smears,
scratches, erasures, line variations, remnants of under painting, and the vagaries
of material facture, texture and impasto, such as bumps, fissures, fragmentation,
and paint skin. 5

According to Stephen Newton, the author of Painting Psychoanalysis and
Spirituality, the characteristics of the articulate and inarticulate can be found in any form
of painting. This medium is singled out in particibir because of its inherent
uncontrollable properties and the flexibility that enables it to communicate this type of
form. To illustrate this position he describes the appearance of these varying forms in the
unlikely painting Composition with Color Planes and Grey Lines by Piet Mondrian
(figure 2.11):

The black grid of lines, the colored shapes and the dynamically composed
composition are all elements that can be considered as basically articulate,
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conscious form, involving adeliberation and an intention on the part of the artist.
However, within and behind these aspects are the inevitable scratches and
striations of painterly gesture; the delicately interlocking films of superimposed
paint layers in impasto; the depiction of process in terms of erasure, over-painting,
and the general struggle involved in the transformation from beginnings to
resolutions, all embedded within the materiality and texture of the work. It is
these elements to which Ehrenzwieg refers in his notion of inarticulate form. 6

In asimilar way Ihave judged the success of my own work based on the struggle
between these two forms; Stephen Newton described the success of Modrian's work as
being acommunication of the struggle between conscious and unconscious form. He
concludes that the struggle between them is not something based on conscious perception
alone, but also dependent upon an unconscious perception that relays this tension to our
psyche. Perhaps the reason for this is due to the evolutionary set up of our senses, which
is trained to recognize the clearest forms, while the more unnoticeable, minute, and
agitated forms are internalized at adiffe
rent level. Both sensed at different levels of
perception.

What interested me most about Ehrenzweig's theory are the relationships he
proposed between inarticulate form and the personality of the creator. He postulated that
the apparent mishaps and aggressive attributes of inarticulate form actncilly represent
what he calls "split-off' parts of the artist's personality, which Ifeel is demonstrated
clearly in Willem. de Kooning's work Untitled IV (figure 2.12). This occurs when the
creative process reaches what Ehrenzweig deems is the manic-oceanic level of thought.
Here the marks are aform of unconscious language expelled from the artist to the work
of art, providing adirect form of communication from within to without. 7 Through
contact with these ideas Ihad increased the way Icould verbali7e the discussion of my
work that pertained to apsychological and art historical relationship with these two
competing impulses.
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Figure 2.11 Composition with Color Planes and Grey Lines, Piet Mondrian, 1918

Figure 2.12 UntitledlV, Willem de Kooning, 1978
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Observations of Masters In Pieces

Furthering my interest in the tension that was apparent between these two
impulses were the relationships made evident in my first show as agraduate student in art
entitled Masters in Pieces, which was installed in the Little Gallery in May 2002. This
show was the first time Iwas able to display both my artistic and architectural pursuits at
one time (figure 2.13, 2.14). It was here that Iwas able to sense both the relative success
and failure of my work to that point. The struggle between the form and content of my
work became much more complicated due to the addition of my architectural
explorations. Itried to make the connection between the content of art and the
programmatic elements of my designs, as well as discerning formal overlaps between the
expressive nature of the drawings and the sculptural qwlities of my architectural models.
What interested me most was the fact that the impulse that created the marking in my
drawings also guided much of my architecture as well. Igained much confidence in
realizing that the impetus for my work in architecture was growing directly out of the
immediate impulse of my artistic pursuits. While Ihad tried to approach architecture in
the most pragmatic way possible, the same unintended marks and scribbles were used to
generate the overall concept and form of these designs. The sketches of my buildings
were again permeated with the aggressiveness of my artistic approach (figure 2.15, 2.16,
2.17). This, in turn, gave way to the building forms that while being "cleaned up" and
made into an intentional functional arrangements, had found its way into the models
placed throughout the gallery. Ifelt this was evidenced in the form of some of the
buildings. For example, the cemetery Ihad created for my final studio in architecture had
hills of tombs that were carved out of the landscape. Above this burial area the ground
plane became the main pedestrian access and it had been eroded and punctured in the
same way that the surfaces

of my drawings had. These punctures allowed light to

permeate through these apertures and allowed the growth of agarden to extend upward
an out to the walkway above. Many of my models from the Masters in Pieces exhibition
revealed relationships between emerging forms in my drawings and my architectural
designs completed over, several years. For example the composition of much earlier
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Figure 2.13 Masters in Pieces Installation, 2002

Figure 2.14 Masters in Pieces Installation, 2002
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E

Figure 2.15 Circulation Sketch, 2002

Figure 2.16 Section Sketch I, 2002

Figure 2.17 Section Sketch II, 2002
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drawings were phenomenally similar to the composition of several architectural
compositions, so similar that Ifelt acorrelation was insured (figure 2.18, 2.19).

Perhaps the most salient relationship Icould perceive was between the aggressive
impulse apparent within my artistic creations and the experiential qualities that the spaces
in the models procured. While Ihad been pressured to pursue the most comfortable and
practical spatial sequences in my architectural pursuits, the models often displayed an
extremely brutal approach to material, such as deep cavernous spaces that were sunk into
the ground. The textures of the buildings were created to be highly agitated and Icould
not see the difference between experiencing one of my larger drawings and the textured
wall surfaces on one of these buildings. Thus for me,

even in the

absence from art in the

pursuit of my architectural studies the apparent battle between theses impulses continued.

The fact that the impetus for my architectural projects were derived from my
artistic pursuits aligns with Stephen Newton's deduction that the inarticulate aspects
mentioned previously are in fact the driving force of much artwork. While other art
historical theorists would disagree it is interesting to see the e
xamples Newton puts forth
in making this claim He focuses on Leonardo DaVinci and has provided several
examples of DaVinci's preliminary sketches that have led to final paintings (figure 2.20,
2.21). The content, composition and overall design, of some of his paintings were born
out of spontaneous scribbling that Leonardo was eventually to proc aim as being one of
the most important tools that he had encountered for the generation of ideas: 8It is here
that Ifound atheory that explained the connection between my artwork and architectural
projects.
This show heightened my conviction that abridge between these two disciplines
could be established based on the impulses Ihad discovered in my art. However, the
relationships were often times too vague and imperceptible to the audience. Upon first
glance the show seemed asimple contrast between my artistic and architectural pursuits,
and therefore detached. This was understandable because this particular installation of
models and artwork was not created in the desire to establish aparallel between my art
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Figure 2.18 Composition I, 1997

Figure 2.19 Studio One Final Model, 2000
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Figure 2.20 Study for the Virgin with St.Anne, Leonardo da Vinci, 1500

Figure 2.21 Deluge of Objects, Leonardo da Vinci, 1514
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and architecture but simply to put products of both my interests in the same venue to
discover overlaps, if they existed. This show lacked the struggle inherent to my previous
work but described the struggle that was to come in terms of narrowing this gap.

In realizing that this impulse was present throughout all my work, Ireturned
focused and ready to continue my large-scale drawings, and was once again faced with
the struggle between the subject matter and the urge to destroy it. Some studies proved
very fruitful when the figure was simply forgotten and the marks were given precedence
(figure 2.22). But when forced to reside with figurative subject matter these marks
overwhelmed them. The markings had become so aggressive that the figurative elements
beside them seemed flaccid. The once vital tension that existed between these
components had dispersed (figure 2.23). Though others showed some interesting studies
of the female form, and displayed some of my personal fantasies with extreme clarity
(figure 2.24) most of these were out and out failures. The way Ihad been approaching the
figure was exhausted. Ihad clung to the idea that the figure might give meaning to my
work, based on the struggle evidenced in my earlier work. But this was not the case. In
fact, there was no reason for these figures at all and for the first time there was no
evidence of astruggle between them and the marks of the drawing.

This realization coupled with the incongruencies between my art and architectural
creations led me to seek out an alternative route. Despite all my efforts, the impulsive
mark and approach towards my work was not going to go away. It was everywhere, and
was also the most expressive (and while being destructive) was also the most important
element within these drawings. So Idecided to set it free and release it from being
entombed within the figure and atmosphere of illusion.
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Figure 2.22 To De-feather aChicken, 2002
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Figure 2.23 Tempest, 2002

Figure 2.24 A Situation for Georgia, 2002
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CHNPTER THREE: THE 'LITTLE DRAWINGS' RUINS/PARTIS

The first attempt at breaking with figurative subject matter appearedin my most
recent series of small drawings. They seemed raw, crude and at most levels awkward, yet
they contained energy (figure 3.1, 3.2). Professor Paul Woodrow had an excellent way of
describing the transition to this new bodyof work in terms of compiled energy, stating:
"The larger skins lacked the same intensity of these smaller works and seem to suffer
from atrophy. But the energy in the smaller works is focused, compact, and vibrant". 9

For the first time in the history of my artistic oeuvre Ilet go of any preplanned
figurative subject in favor of an intense involvement with the material itself: Directness,
spontaneity, and speed, were favored over apreviously determined subject. With only the
f
aintest idea of connecting the mark of my drawing to architecturaldesign Ibegan to
work. These drawings were done anywhere with the most immediacy possible,
sometimes on the wail, mostly on the floor, and without regard for cleanliness, safety, or
preciousness, in terms of the work. Pieces of paper were brutally cut and glossed together
to withstand the attack of charcoal, ink and razorblade. In amethod less restrained than
ever before Ibegan to draw and collage in the most violent way possible. In many cases
the material would completely disintegrate and become unsalvageable. This was rectified
on occasion by bandaging the pieces together with additional collage components or by
adding supplementary paper beneath the work (figure 3.3).

Describing the process is difficult because of the immediacy in which this work
was created, and also because this was not intelligently done but was more dependent
upon my body then my mind. Ibelieve that adirect communication between my body
and the material were somehow able to interact with one another to express inner
characteristics of my personality. Icould deliberate and understand what had been done

only after the action of doing it. If one could retrace the sequential actions involved in
each work and slow down the entire process, the impulse involved would be dependent
on responsive reaction to orchestrations of form being born in angst. In retrospect, this
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usnally begins by responding to the edges of the paper, which are essentially the first
lines of the drawing (figure 3.4, 3.5). This is not amentally aware approach but again an
infliction of my body. Because the edges of the paper are cut abruptly they reverberate a
tense and violent rippling inwards towards the space of the drawing. Consecutive lines,
most times incisions, are made that relate however awkwardly to these edges. In turn
what is experienced is the sensation of movement and countermovement, and bound to
this, asense of aggression. The characteristics of these first marks determine the
emergence of the entire drawing, its relative flatness or spatial reference, and its tension.
Once enough line and additional elements have been established the movement and
tension combine to reference the gesture of the mark that made them. These in turn
reference the physicality of my own body and in turn my state of mind.

Releasing this onto not only alarger scale but also for its own sake created work
that could be viewed in avariety of ways. The fear that the struggle born between the
intentional subject and my impulsive mark would be lost was replaced by the cataclysmic
struggle that had existed in earlier work but on amore comprehensible leveL It was as if
areas of my older work had been amplified and enlarged making the qualities of the
mRrks more perceptible. These drawings were my first arrival at my own breed of
abstraction and they emphasized the struggle that was apparent in all aspects of my work
in one degree or another (figure 3.6, 3.7).

Ibelieve that the most important reading of them is in terms of an inherent
expression, not one that invohes adiscernable representation but one dependent upon
emotional resonance. These drawings, unlike my earlier work, achieve an expression of
struggle more intrinsic to my mental state then ever before. They were able to express an
inner imbalance and an emotional desire to destroy logic, cleanliness, and order; this is
where it gains its aggressive notations, all trapped within the physicality of the mark,

When talking about expression in this way Ifeel it is important establish
congruencies with the writer, poet, and philosopher Antonin Artaud whose brilliance,
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Figure 3.1 The Little Drawings in the Studio, 2003

Figure 3.2 The Little Drawings in the Studio, 2003
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Figure 3.3 Catastrophe I, 2002

Figure 3.4 Ruin Number Fourty Five, 2003

Figure 3.5 Ruin Number Sixty Seven, 2003
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Figure 3.6 Ruin Number Fourty, 2002

Figure 3.7 Ruin Number One Hundered and Twenty, 2003
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success, insanity, and death were ultimately due to an inner struggle that brewed within
him, astruggle between conscious order and an emotional perception. It seemed as if two
incompatible components had been forced to bind with one another, geared in opposite
directions, and destined to rupture under this pressure. Ihave been inspired by his
writings because he is able to express what Iwholeheartedly believe to be the essence of
this struggle. When absorbed in reading his texts one becomes aware of the struggle this
artist faced in expressing this tension. Susan Sontag writes: "Artaud offers the greatest
quantity of suffering in the history of literature". 10 This is evidenced in the descriptions of
his inability to clearly express his. innermost emotions and thoughts due to the barriers of
his body and accepted notions of reason. He begins:
Idestroy because for me everything that proceeds from reason is untrustworthy.
Ibelieve only in the evidence of what stirs in my marrow, not in the evidence of
what addresses itself to my reason... .There is for me an evidence in the realm of
pure flesh, which has nothing to do with the evidence of pure reason The eternal
conflict between reason and heart is decided in my very flesh."

It is through these statements that Ifeel Artaud displays asimilar belief in his
inner world of emotions, which captures the essence of adestructive urge, and which
exempliir this inner world as more truthful simply because it comes from within, and is
not tarnished by external logic but is comfortable even within its own pain. This is
something Irelate to, as Ihave found emotion to be asuperior gauge of experience than
any other measure, and the only fundamental experiential tool. Statements like' these
express aterrifying struggle born from an inner tension and the failure to be equipped
with the ability to express them. There is an angry rebellion and destructive tendency
present throughout his work. Artaud expresses asimilar violent attitude towards the
fragmentation between mind and body. In excerpts from his personal notes he speaks of
his inability to control the rage brought on from these incongruencies:
No longer to be in command of one's anger, to be reduced to looking for the
reactions that punctuate our minds.... The mind can no longer locate the sources
capable of fleshing out its anger and is reduced to looking for bursts and flashes
which represent

it. 12
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Relationships to the description of how this anger finds release can be seen in the
apparent expression of my own drawing. The immediacy and impact of the marks are of a
quickened pace and find themselves lost in the fury of their release, relaying the sense of
aviolent and anxious struggle. A statement Ifind that sums up these correlations is
Artaud's proclamation that, "An image is true in so far as it is violent." 13

Artaud's ideas are clarified through his concepts of theatre, which Ihave
associated with my own work in both art and architecture due to their subversive and
rebellious nature. For him Modern theatre that was based on preplarined narrative and
script was essentially afalse theatre, something deceptive and middle class, "a theatre for
soldiers, businessmen, merchants, watercolor teachers and prix de Rome" He states:
Contemporary theatre is in astate of decadence because it has lost feeling on the
one hand for laughter, because it has broken with gravity, with efficacy, that is
immediate and pernicious

-

in short with danger... .We cannot go on prostituting

the idea of theatre whose whole value lies in its magical connection with danger. 14

Artaud felt thiit looking to inner emotional roots could rectify these problems, and
that theatre, by tapping this reservoir, could be freed from convention and prescribed text,
achieving atrue expression. He states:
The theatre cannot become itself again
true illusion

-

-

that is it cannot constitute ameans of

until it provides the spectator with the truthful precipitates of

dreams in which his taste for crime, his erotic obsessions, his savagery, his
fantasies: his utopian sense of life and things, even his cannibalism, pour out on a
level that is not counterfeit and illusory, but internal.' 5 Pg.244

Therefore, in essence, Artaudian theatre was actually the opposite of the theatre,
as we know it. For Artaud, theatre could express alife not bound to pretence or lies but
one governed by the release of the deepest and évenmost dangerous of mans desires.
What Artaud proposed was atheatre that would allow actors and audiences alike to rely
on more immediate reactions and responses which returned to what he believed to be a
more authentic form of expression, one that he felt was demonstrated in the origins of
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Greek theatre and some forms of non western theatre. In returning to such origins and
their expressive roots Artaud felt that the expulsion of these emotive and tragic
expressions could constitute acathartic release, which could have larger cultural
ramifications.

Central to his arguments on attaining this theatre is his notion of gesture. For
Artaud the presence of the actor in combination with costumes, music, and even
architecture, could combine with gesture into, what was once, amore emotive and
mystical pursuit. This would use the language of all the senses: movement, sound, and
visual symbol, would become gestural hieroglyphs capable of communicating an inner
truth to the viewer, acting as acathartic way of dealing with these impulses. He sought a
true physical expression in space, where modernized texts and the concept of the
masterpiece was abolished in favor of atantric language "halfway between gesture and
thought":
We are present at amental alchemy, which turns astate of mind into a
gesture, the dry, bare, linear gesture that all our actions could have if they
moved towards the absolute. 16

Strong correlations exist in terms of Artaud's notion of gesture and this series of
drawings. While these drawings contain the encrypted reference of the figure and
architectural reference, it is their gesture that gives them their true emotive impact. While
these drawings exist in essentially atwo dimensional space Ifeel they are able to express
the same type of gesture to which Artaud refers: "All bestiality, all animality is reduced
to bare gesture" 7

Ifeel as though the act of creating these works was aform of Artaudirn theatre.
This probably has something to do with the ritual-like approach Ihad adopted in this
creative process. Iwould enter my studio, which was cave-like due to the charcoal
covered floors, lack of light, and walls covered in stalactite drips. Here Iwould dawn my
filthy and paint encrusted pants and begin to work in the mess. On all fours Iwould crawl
about the space in search of material debris to make my drawings. Each time Ifelt Ihad
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become more beast-like and uninhibited, more primal. This studio became asanctuary
from the external world, aplace to move internally, deeper into my own mind. Isaw this
place as apond, filled with putrid growth that was sure to spawn some creation due to the
variants of components and fermentation over time.

In the end these drawings proved to circumvent the notion that the struggle would
dissipate without the intentional figure, and in fact, because of its break with arational
and conscious root was in my opinion able to express asense of inner struggle in amore
direct and emphatic way. It is this series of drawings that Ifeel are the best products of
my emotions to date, and which Ibelieve will serve on awhole as afrontispiece for much
work to come.
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Interpretations of The Little Lrawings

It was only after creating forty or fifty of these drawings that Ibegan to view them
together and could perceive them as aform of encrypted language. In the Hybrid Vigor
exhibition they appear in amore regimented format, which Iadopted to make sense of the
entire progression (figure 3.8). When viewing these drawings through amore rational and
objective order they began to read as ademarcated textural surface that had potential to
dispel meaning. It was upon this reading of the work that Ireali7ed that the release of this
aggressive mark in this unbridled approach had not dissolved the previous qwlities of my
work but transformed them. The previous work had been regurgitated into fragmented
figures and spaces.

Figurative Associations

My preoccupation with the figure is not gone but appears more abstracted and
also more emphatic than before. This discovery was made apparent through discussions
with my fine art supervisor Eric Cameron who recognized figural references buried in the
detritus.' 8After such insights Ibegan to study these productions and discovered that
while these drawings have no clear representation of atotal recognizable figure, they are
still figurative, even in their disfiguration (figure 3.9). The composition of these pieces
suggests the figure, neither in an explicitally discernable nor complete form, but there is a
suggestion of figurative remnants. Body-like components are suggested throughout these
works. These are not entire components, but oddly contorted remnants of the figure. In
this series Ihave noticed aspects that suggest heads, eye sockets, genitalia, and internal
ligatures. The most prominent parts of the body in these works are what appear to be
close up renditions of mouths, teeth, and lips (figure 3.10). The teeth are never perfect
and many are broken or missing. Sometimes these appear with what could be read as
uncomfortable mechanical attachments. Other areas suggest mechanical or technological
implements entangled with, and damaging, flesh (figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.8 The Little Drawings in Hybrid Vigor, 2003
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Figure 3.9 Torso I, 2003

Figure 3.10 Ruin Number One Hundred and Twenty Two, detail, 2003

Figure 3.11, Entangled, 2003
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Ihave used the words speed and aggression to describe this work but perhaps the
analogy of attack is more precise. Not only were these works created in the speed and
activity similar to an attack but also the sensation of the work is suggestive of aphysical
encounter. All the work leaves an impression of immediate struggle: aresidue of bodily
presence and gesture, amass of flesh attacking another. It is as if an area of the body had
been filmed during an attack and paused at the instant of the most damaging and violent
connection, in essence the depiction of trauma (figure 3.12).

Architectural Associations

in asimilar way the recognition of the figure had become discernible in this
series, the drawings also asserted architectural references that ended up having
ramifications in terms of my architectural thesis project. Since the beginning of my
studies Ihave believed that architecture could be designed through amore spontaneous
and expressive methodology, one that could lead to amore emotive and personal
architecture. Basing its creation on inherently subjective productions could achieve a
more objective experiential quality because it was not dependant upon stylistic dogma or
the pragmatism that usually governs construction, but is based in emotive roots that could
filter through the process and reach the users of the space. It was through the little
drawings that Ifelt Ihad achieved atool that would allow for such an endeavor. It was
obvious that my studies in architecture had also filtered through to these drawings,
however damaged in the process. This heightened my conviction that there was a
potential overlap between these two disciplines based on the impulsive thrust of drawing.
While some of these drawings had little or no sense of space, some of them procured a
tremendously familiar attitude towards space. These were similar to spatial types
evidenced in my earlier architectural explorations, except here they appeared completely
destroyed, burnt out, and like the figures suggested only fragmented and disjointed
elements. Various spatial organizations and the compositional arrangements of these
gestures hinted at experiential possibilities relevant to the creation of an architectural
project. This was evidenced in drawings where lines converged to apoint that sggested
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Figure 3.12 Ruin Number Ninety Eight, 2003
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acrude angular volume that had somehow survived this attack (figure 3.13). These
suggested some form of tunnel or elongated room. Other drawings depicted loose
representations of entranceways, stairways, doors, and seating arrangements (figure
3.14), as well as other peculiar yet applicable associations such as astage and ritual
space, (3.15, 3.16). It seemed that the gestural markings had taken my knowledge of
architecture, ciphered it through the craze of the creative process, turned them into
suggestions for afuture architectural project, in turn, functioning as metaphors for
explorations to come.

An even more relevant outcome of these drawings in terms ofderivingthe
proposed architectural project was the fact that the linear quality of the marks that
orchestrated these drawings related more directly to the language of architectural
drawing. For example whether adrawing is of an expressive or technical nature it is still
adrawing that presents aseries of abstract notations whether linear or spatial (figure 3.17,
3.18). Buildings work on the same principle, which are aseries of lines and spaces that
interlock and correlate with one another, usually in astructurally sound and rational
manner. Because of this parallel Ibegan to see distinct relationships between the
architectonics of these drawings and the architectonics of both architectural drawing as
well as the physical properties of architecture itself Ibegan to find similarities between
the line qualities of these markings and the line qualities of architectural drafts. These
were the major relationships Ihad been looking for. Now by unearthing potentials at both
aformal and metaphorical level distinct architectural concepts could be ascertained.

Upon this realization Ibegan to work back into the drawings in amore conscious
fashion, sometimes going over areas that had already been done, desperate to clarifr the
elements Isaw as relevant to my architectural project: accenting areas of the drawings
with bold and distinct outlines that suggested potential building arrangements, and trying
to piece together and distinguish formal arrangements that could be translatable (figure
3.19). Doing this, Ireali7ed that the drawings had qualities that referenced architectural
conventions. With this addition, areas of some drawings displayed the awkward
appearance of lop sided sections and plans of buildings (figure 3.20). At this point Ihad
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Figure 3.13 Ruin Number Thirty Five, 2002

Figure 3.14 Seating and Descent, 2002
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Figure 3.15 Stage and Swell, 2002

Figure 3.16 Ritual Space, 2002
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Figure 3.17 Analouge, 2002

Figure 3.18 Einstein Tower Longitudnal Section, Eric Mendelson, 1919-1924
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Figure 3.19 Sectional Study Number Thirty Two, 2003

Figure 3.20 Sectional Study Number Fourty, 2003
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begun to place small figures in the drawings to achieve asense of scale and relative
proportion that could make these tectonics more comprehensible (figure 3.21, 3.22). The
first of these appeared as byproducts of the drawing process, occurring by splashes of ink
or pen onto surrounding areas which eventually found themselves manifest in backward
and awkward spaces behind shreds of suspended trace paper. At times these elements
were almost completely obscured.

My approach to these drawings was acomplete inversion of my earlier practice.
Whereas earlier drawings evidenced the gestural aspects of my work as subordinate to the
subject, and appeared to fill in and achieve the expressive texture to the work, the gesture
and markings in these drawings was of paramount importance, dwarfing the figure. Now
the intentional figure was an additive element, in many cases asimple inkblot beside an
enormous and rupturing cut in the surface. The process of allowing the gesture to reign
free in the release of the inner urge to manipulate material allowed for more conscious
interpretations to occur. Illustrating amore complex relationship between these two
impulses.

The premise of both my art and my architectural projects was to design abuilding
directly out of these drawings, postulating that amore expressive and personal breed of
architecture could be born, potentially amore human and emotional structure, one that
could capture something of the inherent expression of my artist productions. These
drawings catapulted the belief in an architecture derived from this artistic impulse; but as
successful as they were in terms of relaying the expressive capacity of my art, and
displaying some fascinating spatial potentials they were inherently destructive. These
drawings were detritus, expressions of intense emotional infliction caused by a
destructive rapture. How could an architecture, which had to be built through an inherent
sense of order, be rea117ed out of these creations? It was here that Ifelt Ifaced the
ultimate challenge. Ihad to take this body of drawings, which was the collapse of my
earlier research from both disciplines into ahighly expressive language based on my own
inner and aggressive personality, and reconstruct some tangible expression that could be
translatable to architecture at levels of form, concept, and above all emotion.
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Figuree 3.21 Tower and Tectonics, detail 2003

Figure 3.22 Interior of Galleiy, detail, 2003
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CHAPTER FOUR: THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLORATIONS

Ideemed it necessary to purse amedium that could still be affected by. the
emotional impulse, but would have inherent to it amore constructive methodology and
that could constitute properties similar to the discipline of architecture. Ifelt aneed to
reconcile these two disciplines. This was atall order because the thrust of the work to this
point was so compiled with destruction that Ifound it hard to imagine amedium that
would allow any compromise. With the drawings as catalysts Ireturned to the methods I
had learned in architecture school and devised half-dozen maquettes directly influenced
on all levels by the series of drawings. Though during the process Ihad reahi7ed that
these maquettes were not something pragmatic or descriptive within themselves and
which appeared less like models and more like sculptural explorations. The architectural
models Iwas familiar with including my own productions, were enslaved to
functionality and apredetermined "poetic" formula but these contained the residual
feeling of my drawings.

Sculpture was an area in which Ihad little experience. While the surfaces of my
drawings had always had arelief-like character, and Ihad done some previous
installation work, Ihad never studied sculpture as adiscipline. But these objects certainly
had afeeling of something that could evolve, could activate the space in and around them
and maintained athree-dimensional integrity, thus Ideduced arelationship to sculpture.

These had the same intense and aggressive qualities as the drawings, except these
marks were applied on surfaces that projected into athree-dimensional space (figure 4.1).
Like the drawings, they had been attacked and in some cases stitched back together
(figure 4.2,). Ifelt because various forms of structures were necessary to support these
surfaces they constituted amore constructive approach, and in doing so, Isaw them as a
link, both backwards to the drawings, and forward to architecture.
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Figure 4.1 Boot/Ship, 2003
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Figure 4.2 Boot/Ship, side view, 2003

Figure 4.3 Boot/Ship, three-quarter view, 2003
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The way Icould gauge the outcome of these works was through their relationship
to the drawings in my second show in the art program entitled The Theatre Tirade
installed in April 2003. This show presented the drawings in athirty-foot semi-circle
suspended on awire support on the north side of the gallery. This form was inspired by
the crude accumulation of ovals and circular forms that were the main compositional
factors in my drawings, which Ifelt could be constructed at alarger scale, foreshadowing
an architectural adaptation. One hundred and forty drawings hung on wire from steel
scaffolding that was anchored to the roof trusses, which spoke of the tertiary, secondary
and primary structure of architectural design. Similarly, Ihad placed the drawings in
close proximity one another as to create asense of atextural and semi-permeable wall
that separated the space of the gallery, and thus gave asense of front and back. Because
all of the drawings faced inward towards the center of the space opposite the entrance I
felt this central gravity created the sense of astage. On this stage, in front of the drawings
stood the various three-dimensional explorations Ihad done to that date. Some stood on
heavier steel stands, while some were hung from the ceiling, which Ifelt related to the
individual qunlity of the models. The heavier models that had asense of gravity or
suggested aconnection to the ground were displayed anchored to it, while the lighter
models that spoke of internal structural elements were hung from the trusses above.

It was through this show that Ireali7ed that the models, like the drawings had
relationships to the figure. At first, this was recognizable through the figurative stature
they represented in the space of the gallery, like actors on astage. Later it became evident
that the sculptures presented more clear anthropomorphic relationships. Like our bodies
they all had container like references. Because of the wire frame and attached skin they
had the feelings of emptied carcasses, something skeletal (figure 4.3. 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, '
4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11). Weaved copper wire suggested ligaments or tendons that one could
find hidden in dust on some preserved corpse. They all hinted at vessels that could have
at one point contained entrails, and it became increasingly clear that these entrails were
the drawings. Thus, the sculptures had an overall feeling of something external, an
exoskeleton of sorts, and the drawings signified the innards, whether biological as in a
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Figure 4.4 Cockroach, 2003

Figure 4.5 Cockroach, detail of circulation, 2003
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Figure 4.6 Cockroach, detail, 2003

Figure 4.7 Cockroach, detail of underbelly, 2003
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Figure 4.8 Landscape/Gesture, 2003

Figure 4.9 Landscape/Gesture, detail, 2003
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Figure 4.10 Landscape/Gesture, detail of underbelly, 2003

Figure 4.11 Landscape/Gesture, detail of edge, 2003
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body, or spatial as in abuilding. It is this same relationship that Ifeel is displayed in the
Hybrid Vigor installation.

It is the notion of container that also reveals the inherent failure of these models.
Unlike the drawings that revealed aflexible and plastic nature the models seemed mere
representations of the compositions derived from the drawings, containing the mark on its
surface. They were not made in the same immediate way the drawings had been done and
had lost the same potential to reveal the connection to the mark that was ultimately
responsible for the expression of the drawings. The models harkened back to the same
inherent tension as my earlier figurative work, where the mark was entombed in a
predetermined subject. Here too, the predetermined and highly conscious activity of
creating the wire frame structure contained this mark and the impulse in and on a
conscious structure.

The progression from drawing to sculpture en route to architecture, and my
struggle to advance the expressive continuity, have some interesting parallels to the ideas
of Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, in terms of the impulses driving them and their relationship
to medium. According to Hegel artistic pursuits were atool that could reveal aform of
truth about our nature. Throughout his writings Hegel refers to this notion of truth in
terms of aZeit or spirit, which is asum of knowledge and experience related to the
human condition at acertain point in time. This is done by the intermingled tension born
out of the communication between an idea and the medium communicating it.' 9It is in
this notion that Ifind similarities to the tension in my art and more importantly his
reference to the importance of this in terms of the medium change Iwas attempting. Ifelt
these ideas might clarify the problems Iwas noticing in the development, shifting from
drawing to three-dimensional explorations.

Hegel's theory is based on ahierarchical order of artistic media, which symbolize
inner thoughts differently. According to his theory the symbol begins to differ in the
translation from the most intangible and plastic art forms to the most physical. These
ideas are clarified in the book Art History 's History when it reads:
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Various art forms embody the symbol differently. Architecture is ahighly
physical, structural symbol. Sculpture, more abstract, less brute in its weight and
scale... .Paintings are more abstract, less physical then architecture or sculpture.
They come closer to pure representation of the spirit, especially because of what
they can do with light, an immaterial phenomenon. Better yet is music, which has
practically no physical form. As the spirit evolves
revealing its pattern

-

-

like acarpet unrolling and

it finds an even more appropriate home in poetry, which is

nearly pure meaning. 2°

This discussion has astriking relevance for my work. Just as the spirit to which
Hegel refers finds itself diminishing in its progression from the plastic arts towards the
more physical arts, Itoo felt that Ihad lost the ability to translate the emotive impulse
fully into the medium of sculpture. Like Hegel, who felt the most "spiritual" arts moved
from pure thought to the most immediate way of representing it from music to painting
and so on, Ifelt that this had acorrelation to my inner emotion being translated less
immediately in sculpture then it had in drawing.

Just as Hegel had postulated, Ifelt that the work had become less about adirect
expression of an immediate nature and more about the reproduction of elements that
appeared in the drawings. Coupled with the fact that the constructed physicality was
inhibiting the gesture in the progression from drawing to more sculptural forms en route
to architecture, Ifelt that it was the conceptual weight that also inhibited the expression
of Hegel's notion of spirit even more drastically than the literal weight or physicality of
the medium. Because they were precursors to an architectural project the issues of
structure, function, and the practical questions of any architectural design threatened to
crush the spontaneity of my expressive approach. My mind kept rushing to the
responsibilities of adesigner that had been programmed into me throughout my
architectural studies. It seemed impossible to ignore these components and these
inhibitions appear clearly throughout most of these experiments. Thus, in my
circnmstances the inability for the expressive spirit to be transferred to mediums other
than drawing seemed to have less to do with the medium change (as Hegel would
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proclaim) than with the proportion of the varying impulses that are at the helm of the
creative process.

The reason Ibelieve that the impulse residing over an endeavor is more important
than the medium being used is due to the success of my last set of sculptural creations
that dramatically influenced my final architectural project, and which were created
through the more immediate and aggressive impulse. It was because The Little Drawings
were made of layered paper (figures 4.12, 4.13) that Iturned to phone books which
contained alarge volume of paper that could be soaked, bent, and molded into various
forms and which proved amore immediate way of achieving astarting point then having
been previously inhibited by the necessity of designing astructure before the process
could even begin (figures 4.14, 4.15, 4.16). These phone books were attacked in asimilar
way to the drawings. At first razor blades were used to establish aline that would
delineate future spatial separations, this was followed by physical tearing and the addition
of machine cuts that could create hollowed out, cavernous spaces, that began to describe
forms that could in turn be translated to my final architectural solution. All of these
activities managed to occur in direct correlation with the emotive impulse that was at the
helm of the drawing process. It were these explorations that led me to conclude, contrary
to Hegel's notion, that the medium change was only secondary to thô specific impulse
that was governing the particular creation.

It was interesting to see that these final experiments produced with the most
extreme material involvement, intent on achieving architectural derivatives, had the most
startling connections to the figure. Perhaps this was due to their three-dimensional
thickness and therefore body-like reference. Again it was my supervisor Eric Cameron
who noticed that these models were essentially figurative. Upon further inspection I
recognized the most apparent connections to areas that could be read as skinless pelvic
sections, while others harkened back to suggested renditions of mouths, teeth, and bodily
cavities that were apparent in older work (figures 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, 4.20,4.21). Like the
earlier drawings, everything about these models was figurative. They appeared as
mummified anatomical parts that seemed to portray arelationship to enlarged organs and
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muscular components. This seemed appropriate for the translation to architecture, which
is dependant upon holding the movements of bodies. From these studies Iwas able to
assemble, the main components of my final architectural project. It was here that Ifelt I
achieved an important step towards the design of an architecture based upon the emotive
and spontaneous impulse that had begun in my drawings. Here, the impetus for these
explorations was still the emotive and unconscious impulse, but now, more clearly, in
three dimensions.

The culmination of all this work appeared in the Hybrid Vigor exhibition (figure
5.1). The models were placed throughout the gallery, the drawings were staked to the
North Wall, and the Phone Book Models were placed on the West wall. This was done in
an order that would allow an audience to understand the chronological progression of my
creative process. The only thing that stood out from this sequencing was the phone book
installation that had its place on the East wall of the gallery (figure 5.2). This was born
out of the earlier phone model experiments, which were each made from an individual
book. This led me notice the unit quality of each book, which became analogous to bricks
and led me to stack them. Eventually, Iarrived at the potential to use the books as
something more directly architectural, not only because of the scale of the installation,
but also as apotential building material. If they could be coated in some form of fireproof
hardener these books could become arelatively inexpensive building material.

Perhaps more importantly the Phone Book Wall symbolically expressed the
essential drives of my work. Because the wall presented alarge grid that had been
corroded into, it signified the dual impulses and the relationship between order and chaos
(figure 53) Similarly, because the phone books are essentially cultural objects and are
inaccessible due to the weight under the stacks it represented my desire to ignore cultural
information, preferring to attack their material integrity, creating aruinous wall that
harkened back to the natural erosion on human creations, which had inspired me
originally. The Phone Book Wall was the most emphatic tie between my pursuits in art
and architecture, expressing the ever-present struggle between the ordered and the
anarchical impulses intrinsic to our nature.
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Figure 4.12 Ruin Number Fifty, 2003

Figure 4.13 Burial Chambers, 2002
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Figure 4.14 Original Phone Book, 2003

Figure 4.15 Block, Mass, Terrace, 2003
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Figure 4.16 Phone Book Wall, detail,2003
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Figure 4.17 Phone Book Model Number One, 2003

Figure 4.18 Phone Book Model Number Two, 2003
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Figure 4.19 Phone Book Model Number Three, 2003

Figure 4.20 Phone Book Model Number Four, 2003
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Figure 4.21 Phone Book Model Number Five, 2003
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Figure 5.1 Hybrid Vigor Installation, 2003

Figure 5.2 Hybrid Vigor Installation, 2003
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Figure 5.3 Phone Book Wall, 2003
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE IMPULSES DEFINED

Because all my work can be brought before the discussion of the two impulses I
was excited to have come across the book The Birth of Tragedy by Friedrich Nietzsche
that began to make more sense of the impulses that had been apparent within my work. In
this book Nietzsche strives to uncover the problem of modem aesthetics by looking to
Greek culture and mythology for the genesis of aesthetics pertaining to theatre, music,
and art. This book provides apassionate and gripping tale of the maturation and
relationship of two impulses, which Ibelieve relate to my own work.

Just as Artaud and Ehrenzweig had distinguished dichotomies between conscious
and unconscious manifestation in art, Nietzsche too, and perhaps more profoundly,
begins to unearth the birthplace and relationship of these impulses. Like Artaucl, who felt
theatre was experiencing an imbalance in the productions of the early twentieth century,
Nietzsche felt that there was adangerous inequity between these impulses throughout the
history of art. To uncover this problem he proposes abreakdown of them, striving to
understand their origins and interdependence in his book. He states:
We shall have gained much for the science of aesthetics when we have succeeded
in perceiving directly, and not only through logical reasoning, that art derives its
continuous development from the duality of the Appolline and Dionysiac, just as
the reproduction of aspecies depends on the duality of the sexes, with its constant
conflicts and only periodically intervening reconciliations2'

Appollo and Dionysus are Greek gods from which Nietzsche borrows attributes to
exemplify the varying artistic impulses. In The Birth of Tragedy the Appolline refers to
the rational and comprehensible languages and orders that make our creations
understandable and which increase their potential to communicate. According to his
definition the Appolline refers to an illusion something that, while appearing to be clear
and ordered, speaks only of reality as much as adream speaks of the truth. He writes:
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The beautiful illusion of the dream worlds, in the creation of which everyman is a
consummate artist, is the precondition of all visual art... .We take pleasure in the
immediate apprehension of form, all shapes speak to us, and nothing is indifferent
or unnecessary. But even when this dream reality is presented to us with the
greatest intensity, we still have aglimmering awareness that it is an illusion.
Apollo, the deity of all plastic forces, is also asoothsaying god. Etymologically
the 'shining one', the deity of light, he also holds sway over the beautiful illusion
of the inner fantasy world. The higher truth, the perfection of these states in
contrast to imperfectly comprehensible daily reality, the deep awareness of nature
healing and helping in sleep and dreams, is at the same time the symbolic
analogue of the soothsaying powers of art in general, through which life is made
both possible and worthwhile living23
It is this attitude that begins to elucidate the manifest power of art, as ahealing
enchantress, that is able to clarify and calm the complicated wellspring of urges that exist
in the human condition.

Whereas, the Dionysiac in artistic pursuits refers to an incomprehensible reality, a
consciously confusing derangement of sensual experience, or what Nietzsche alludes to
as an actnal truth. At points, he focuses on the seminal urges of human nature as being
the well spring of the Dionysiac and at other times extends this blanket over the more
perverse urges of human nature as well. The Dionysiac is considered the wild, untamed,
and uncontrollable manifestations in art that come from the inner and much darker world
of humanity. 24 These are the undertones that Ifind responsible for the resonant
expression of art, and which are often times over looked due to our overwhelming desire
to define and analyze, rather than allowing ourselves to emotively sense what we see or
experience. For me, the aspects of the dark and untamed are symbolically manifest in the
fractured, shifting, and tumultuous nature that art can express. It is my belief that certain
strains in the progression of modem art have allowed these urges to come forward
unearthed, to be experienced in their own right.
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It is the contrasting aesthetic analogies of the Apolline and Dionysiac, which I
believe relate to the impulses that permeate my own work. Ihave since reading this text
made strong associations to the Dionysiac because of the descriptions that Nietzsche uses
to define this characteristic. For example he constantly refers to the Dionysiac as relaying
the emotionally charged and tragic nature of art, which Ifeel is captured in the markings
and overall aesthetic character of my work. For example, he insists that the emotional
aspects of the Dionysian was the predominance of an inner emotional chorus that
preceeds any translation to artistically understood achievements. These ideas are made
clear when he speaks of the Dionysiac impulse that permeates the writing of both Schiller
and Schopenhauer when he states:
In astate prior to the act of writing, he (Schiller) does not claim to have had
before or within him an ordered causality of ideas, but rather amusical mood
('For me, feeling does not at first have aclearly -defined object. This is only
formed later on. A certain musical mood precedes it, and the poetic idea only
comes afterwards. )25

When Ifirst encountered this concept it clarified the discrepancies Iwas having
between conscious and unconscious manifestations in my work. Ihad always been
taught, especially in architecture school that the highest form of art was poetry, and in
muchof my work it was the poetic quality that provided its success. But, it has become
clear that any poetic quality that appeared was recognized after its production. The
primary creative impetus was always an emotive chorus, apassionate current that flooded
the work unconsciously, and was then consciously determined.

Similarly, Ifind the Dionysiac related to the aggressive tendencies of my
drawings due to the relationship Nietzsche established between the Dionysiac and the
primitive or animalistic tendencies of tragic art. In many cases he sets up parallels to
Dionysus and his appearance as aSatyr throughout Greek mythology. This is explained
when Nietzsche states:
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The satyr, like the idyllic shepherd of our own more recent age, is the product of a
longing for the primal and the natural; but how firmly and fearlessly did the
Greeks hold on to this man of the woods, and how effeminRtely and timidly has
modem man dallied with the flattering image of adainty, flute-playing,
sentimental shepherd! Nature, still unaffected by knowledge, the bolts of culture
still unforced

-

that is what the Greeks saw in their satyr and for that reason they

did not conflate him with apes. On the contrary

-

he was the archetype of man,

the expression of his highest and most intense emotions, an inspired reveler
enraptured by the closeness of his god. 26

What Ihave found especially compelling is the parallel Ihave made between
Nietzsche's reference to the Dionysiac impulses and my own work found in his
description of the uncontrollable and visceral aspects of Dionysiac art. He makes constant
references to the loss of controlled conscious ability while in the production of art:
We are vouched safe aglimpse into the nature of the Dionysiac, most
immediately understandable to us in the analogy of intoxication. Under the
influence of the narcotic potion hymned by all primitive men and peoples, or in
the powerful approach of spring, joyfully penetrating the whole of nature, those
Dionysiac urges are awakened, and as they grow more intense, subjectivity.
becomes acomplete forgetting of the self: 27
it is statements like these that describe the loss of control that Ihave encountered during
fits of creative production. His Rn4ogy to the approach of spring is beautiful, and can
actually be felt in this approach. Just as life seems to crackle beneath the crust of snow in
the spring, the energy of this internal and creative passion wants to melt through sterile
consciousness, to birth new life in the potentials of art.

Thus, for me, the Dionysian tendencies of art are more clearly achieved through
action opposed to contemplation. It is action, however seemingly chaotic, that provides
an immediate floodgate to our inner emotions, desires and inclinations. Here, they have
no time to be polluted with preplanned meaning, or determinates of contemplation,
because they are too raw, abrupt, and bypass the more systemized constructs in our
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minds. It is only after they have found their release that they can be consciously studied
and the meaning from them extracted.

The main purpose of The Birth of Tragedy was to critique the directionality of
culture and its apparent lack of involvement with the Dionysian impulse. Just as Artaud
felt that the direction of modem aesthetics encompassed afool-hearty belief in rational
and moralistic creations, Nietzsche felt that much of modem artistic pursuits missed the
point of earlier and more emotive forms of expression. He felt that tragedy as aform of
art hai been killed and that this was disastrous to culture of any kind. Because tragedy
has inherently Dionysiac roots, that is, it allowed the potential for some usurping
potential to rise up and consume any given situation, production or mindset, it also had
the potential to consume the actors and audience experiencing it, becoming an
emotionally charged manifestation of desires, urges and compulsions. In its original state,
tragedy worked as away to deal cathartically with these emotional underpinnings, in
turn, providing the potential for aredeeming and Apolline vision. But since the Dionysiac
urges had been tamed the vast potentials of art had been anesthetized and dried up. This
was due to trends in art that ferociously abstain from the unknown and passionate,
aherening only to cultural knowledge.

Nietzsche blames much of this on philosophers such as Socrates and his
followers who proclaimed that "Virtue is Knowledge, all sins arise from ignorance, the
virtuous man is the happy man and to be beautiful everything must first be intelligible

-

a

parallel to the Socratic dictum: "only the one who knows is virtuous". 28 When talking of
these philosophical changes in the production of Greek theatre he states:
Euripides as the first 'sober' poet was obliged to condemn his 'drunken' piers.
Sophocles' dictum about Aeschylus, that he did the right thing but unconsciously,
was certainly not in accordance with Euripides' views: Euripides would have said
that Aeschylus, because he had worked unconsciously, worked
wrongly. 29
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This is all meant to sound abit ironic due to the fact that Nietzsche makes apoint
of emphasizing that even Socrates himself had recanted much of this rationalistic
philosophy. He states:
The most acute statement about this radical new admiration for knowledge and
insight came from Socrates, when he found that he alone admitted to himself that
he knew nothing; while on his critical wanderings throughout Athens, addressing
the greatest statesmen, rhetoricians, poets and artists, he encountered only the
simulation of knowledge. He was astonished to realize that all those celebrities
were lacking in acorrect and secure insight even into their own professions, and
carried out their work only instinctively. 'Only instinctively': the phrase touches
the very heart and core of the Socratic intention. 30
He continues his tirade against the Socratic Maxims, stating:
While in all productive people instinct is the power of creativity and affirmation,
and consciousness assumes acritical and dissuasive role, in Socrates instinct
becomes the critic, consciousness the creator

-

amonstrosity per defectum! And

what we see is amonster defectus of any mystical talent, so that Socrates might be
described as the very embodiment of the non-mystic. 3'

Nietzsche felt that that are-birth through the wellspring of the Dionysiac could
replenish the German culture and lead to more insightful and inspired creations. This was
not to say that the Appolline impulse was not important, in fact, he believed that both
impulses were necessary in achieving true art. These ideas are made apparent in his Law
of Strict Proportion and which Ihave felt to be the essence of both my aims in producing
and understanding arts struggle between the two impulses. When speaking of the
Apolline and Dionysiac reconciliation he states:
These two very different tendencies walk side by side, usually in violent
opposition to one another, inciting one another to ever more powerful births,
perpetuating the struggle of the opposition only apparently bridged by the word
'art'; until, finally, by ametaphysical miracle of Hellenic 'will', the two seem to
be coupled, and in this coupling they seem at last to beget the work of art that is
as Dionysiac as it is Apolline..

32
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Nietzsche becomes very adamant about this position and speaks of the repercussions
involved in ignoring such impulses, and while discussing the death of tragedy brought on
by Euripedes he states:

And as myth died for you, so the genius of music died as well: though you
greedily plundered all the gardens of music, all you could manage was a
counterfeit, masked music. And because you abandoned Dionysus, Apollo in his
turn abandoned you... .they too will have only counterfeit, masked passions, and
speak only counterfeit, masked speeches. 33

Conclusio

My work has always contained an amalgam of the irrational and rational, the
emotive and measured and the Dionysiac and Apolline, but it was my simultaneous
studies in art and architecture that has involved an even more immense struggle between
these impulses. Because my art has always contained the emotional and Dionysiac
impulse, whereas my architectural projects have embodied apredominantly rational
approach, Ifound atremendous challenge trying to reconcile these pursuits. It was the
balance to which Nietzsche refers that Ihoped would be achieved in the Hybrid Vigor
project, one that not only achieved abipolar display of creativity, but one that could
culminate in afinal blend of the two impulses. In turn, Ifelt this could suggest potentially
new avenues for the exploration of architecture. Though the idea of balance can be
misleading, the balance that Ifeel exists here is not one that is delicately aligned or
proportionately assumed. It is not created through stability. On the contrary, it is based on
atug of war between the two impulses that only occasionally reach apoint of precarious
and severe tension. This is dependent upon dangerous collisions that ignite between
chaos and order. In my experiences this is attained by diving beneath the surface of
consciousness, reveling in ones most forbidding desires, behaviors, and actions, pushing
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oneself to the point of drowning; then surfacing to gasp aconscious breath, again
becoming comfortable and dissuasive, sterilizing and contemplating the spoils of this
expedition. It is abalance born through excess, and then and only then adetached
reflection of this surplus can be assumed. This is something Ihave found increasingly
useful in achieving potentials beyond apredominantly conscious grasp. This is not
something for the faint of heart, or for those seeking aone-time 'revelation', but must be
pursued adamantly, like ashaman constantly consorting with his spirits. This has
everything to do with excess. Like abody under extreme circumstances it will either
perish or become stronger for its perils, training it to receive more punishment Like a
dog fight that leaves each animal equally maimed but lusting for more battle with
heightened awareness.

It is all these things that architecture as adiscipline fears, and thus it has peaked
my interest. How can something responsible for our day-to-day rituals and experiences,
from fornication to religious prayer, something so massive and ever present be so
invisible, so timid? Does it fear this type of balance? While Ihave left out the particulars
of my final architectural project (clarified in the next thesis document) Ifeel Ihave been
able to shed some light on the approach Ihave taken towards its design, as well as
illuminating the experiential qualities found within it. My goal here was to establish my
foundations for art, which begin to launch an argument towards an avant-garde
architecture that could put to rest the useless perpetuation of 'styles' based on pastiche
and the most sedate forms of culture. Here, Ihave expounded what Ibelieve are the
foundations for achieving an expressive art, and suggestions of an expressive
architecture, which borrowing from art may encompass the roots of the unstable,
fragmented, and organic nature of human emotion. It is the expressive potentials of art
that have allowed me to imagine all of this, and for this Iwill always be grateful to have
found its significance. These are the culminating efforts of my studies in my Masters
Degree in Fine Art, but will serve as the beginning for much more exploration.
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